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Part One of this paper surveys the reasons for tie failures of past politics M reduce international
financial instability. Part Two explores the various possibilities for resolving the two broad
questions of reducing the volatility recently observed in international capital marketi and the
instability caused by international capital flows and the regulations which might bc improved or
changed in order LOprovide for more cfftcicnt policy coordination on the international level.
*
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*
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A.

Capital Flows and Financial Market Stability in the Post-war Period until 1991)

1.

Introduction
The influence of capital flows on the stability of financial markets in the Post-war :Friod

can bc divided into a series of periods. In each of these periods policy proposals to reduce
instatiity

involved recommendations to increase tic efficiency of the market mechanism iu

respording to the underlying, or structural, conditions of tic economy. They were coupled with
rccommcndations to introduce economic policies to establish “sound “economic fundamentals. In
Wickscllian fashion, tie idea was to incrcasc financial market efficiency so as to allow nominal
variables to reflect more accurately the underlying real conditions of tie economy. It was timplicirly
assum

Lhat tie real economy would naturally establish equilibrium.
However, in each of these periods lheories were being developed, and being applied by

shosc who wcrc rcsponsiblc for the flows of financial resources, which considered sound economic
fundamcnlals as irmlevam. AgainS lhis background it is perhaps no1 surprising lhat none of tie
policy proposals has succccdcd in directing capital flows u) product stability. Insrcad. financial
instability, has continued 10 increase. A rough mcasurc of insrability in foreign exchange markets is
given by the volatility of exchange rarcs prcscntcd in tic. accompanying table.
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I
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I
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I

I

0.3
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But, it is important to distinguish the relation belwecn the volatility of asset prices and Mu.rns and
the instability of financial markets. The kind of instability that is the object of this paper is
produced when ‘businesses, househotds, and [inancial institutions try to compensate for the
shortfall in their cash flows by selling assets, i.e. as they try co make position by selling out
position, a serious decline in the market price of both financial and capital assets can result”
-

(MinsScy, 1995, p. 199). IL has also been dcscribcd by Kaufman as “an abrupt discontinuity in the
flow of credit that may set severe contractionary forces in motion. ... the hisOy of business and
financial cycles has been punctuated by sharp discontinuities in the channels of credit crealion”
(Kaufman, 1994, p. 10). Such instability may or may not show up in measures of volatility of asset
prices or foreign exchange rates (cf. Terzi, 1992). The po~eniial for instability would be increased
by sharp changes in the levels of volatility, rather than by high absolute level of volatility or in
terms of what has been called “extraordinary” or “jump” volatility.’

’ The table uses a commonly accepted measure of volatilily, the standard deviation of monthly
changes in prices. It would bc prcfcrablc to mcasurc rates of tctum. “Extraordinary” or “Jump”
volatility measures the frequency of extreme returns in terms of the percentage of occurrences above
some benchmark Icvcl, or by the fwucncy of potential outlicrs. It involves separating “normal”
volatility as mcasurcd. for cxamplc. by the interquartile range, from “occasional and sudden cxttcmc
changes in rctums”. The jump volatility of stock market rctums fell from 1960 to 1976 and then
incretied from near zero to nearly 8% in the second half of the 198Os, (Becketti and Sellon, 1989,
chart 3. p. 22). Beck& and Sellon also note that intcrcst rate volatility has increased steadily in the
post-war period (ibid, chart 5, p. 24). The idea is similar to a framework suggested by Gray (1990),
building on Lcijonhufiud, which has a normal domain bounded by ridges of stability efficiency.
Norm&l volatility corresponds to the size of the domain; stability may exist with a wide or narrow
domain. What is important is the frequency of the movements outside that range, which micy also
rcprescnts shifts in the normal range.
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This section will examine each of these three periods and attempt to identify tie

contradictions between the theories which have been used to formulate macro Policy and those
which have been used to guide micro hehaviour in financial markets. It will then turn LOthe
question of whether instability would indeed be reduced if all countries did introduce economic
politics based on establishing economic fundamentals.

2.

Post-War imtabrlity before current account convertibilitu

In the pcriocl before the declaration of current account convertibility at lhe end of the
1950s by mosl of the European mcmbcrs of the Bretton Woods Agrccmcnts cngagcd in war
reconstruction

Capital flows were minimal, even where they were not subject to controls. If

intcrcst and profits could nor bc converted into the investor’s home currency there war little interest
in invesling in foreign currency assets. This period is really an intcrrcgnum. for most of the
Eurupean countries were subject to exemptions from the Fund Articles and beneliued from sharp
undervaluations of their currchcics: the syslcm was opcraccd under a sctics of ad hoc arrangements
under rhc Marshall Fund such as the OEEC, the European Payments Union, etc.
-

3.

The 1950s: The Gnome Svndrome

The first period thus starts with the generalised inhoduction of current (and in some cases capital)

account convertibility, the creation of the European Common Market, and the increasing
disequilibrium in exchange rites which had been built up over lhe reconstruction period brought
increased flows of both direct and portfolio foreign investments. Financial instability was primarily
confined to brief periods of intense speculation ln foreign exchange markets as central banks
artcmpscd to keep currencies within the fluctuations limits around Bretton Woods parities. This was
the period of international speculative “hot money” flows, orchcstratcd by the “Gnomes of Zurich”.
Speculative flows moved both to devalue (e.g. Sterling and the Franc) and to rcvaluc currencies
GW.
Whether or no1 they were

successful in forcing a change in the exchange rate, these flows

usually mccccdcd in imposing shifts in monetary and fiscal policy, ofren accompanied by an IMP
letter of intent. The policies of adjustment LO“fundamental disequilibrium” were asymmetrical,
only the country whose cuircncy was under attack had to adjust policy. Usually the fundamental
disequilibrium

was

rcprcscntcd by a cuncnt account deficit and a reduction in output and growth

were impascd to revese the situation.
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There were two possible explanations for these speculative episodes. One was to maintain
that tic fundamental disequilibrium was caused by inappmpriatc economic policies, so ulat the
policies should have been changed and a more appropriate exchange rate should have been
introduced anyway. The market was just imposing the logical solution on rcluctam polibcians.

The allemative explantion

was based on the incompalibilily between fixed prices and tie

compcridvc market adjustment mechanism. Exchange rates, like the price of pigs, should be

esrablished in a Ike markel X fundamenlal disequilibria were LObc avoided. As long as rates wee
fucd tiey would be subjccl to speculation to force them IO their equilibrium level if it happened to
diverge from the parity ralc. Even more importantly from this point of view, maintaining a fixed

cxchangc rate implied foregoing the use of monetary policy to insure price slability. Since the
underlying equilibrium rates wcrc certain to vary, fixing exchange

races

would

almosl

insure

disequilibrium. If policy succeeded in maintaining fixed rates, it was only because the natural
equilibrium of the economy or the competitive mechanism had heen distorted by government
intervention. Fixed ratis thus implied a choice belween persistent speculative pressures as rhc real
economy evolves. or politics to distort rhc natural evolution of the economy in order to achieve
-

fixed rates.
The obvious solution was to abandon fixed parilie~ and introduce floating exchan&e rales.

This would have the added hen&it of making possible rhe use of monetary policy to stabilise the
price level. If all countries adopted such policies TVinsure constanl price lcvcls, then exchange

rates would also bc constant. Just as in the inter-war period of floating, cent.raI banks were advised
to conml the rate of growlh of their dome&

money supplies in order to bring about domestic

price stability . It would be lhe role or inlemational goods arhilragers lo reacl Lo any divergence
Irom purchasing power parity (PPP) and pmducc namral market fonzes which would restore PPP
rates. In such a world, Milton Fricdm6an (1953) assured us. cvcn the Gnomes of Zurich wotid bc
defeated. They would make consistent losses and evenlually he eliminakd lrom lhe markel since
anyone who sold foreign exchange below the fundametial equilibrium represenkcl by PPP would
have to cover his position al a higher price since arbiuagers would be buy-

the undemalued

currency to convert it into goods to bc sold abroad, and anyone who bought at a higher price
would have to eventually sell out al a lower price as arbitragers sold the overvalued currency. Thus
it would be the market mechanism. following profit maximising principles, which would borh
caablish stable cxchangc rates and defeat the Gnomes by driving them banlcrupr (or “turning” them

to become stabilising spcculator~).~
4.

The 1970s: Flowam and Jemun on a Whirbool

Whether it was the logical force of chc argument. or lhe pressure 01 events, floating
cxchangc rams wcrc cvcntually introduced in the 1970s which rcprcscnts the second period. They
worked out ralher differently. for cvcn those countries which managed to produce internal ,?rice
stabilf:y were not shielded Ii-am the impact. of lhosc who did not. Rather than being eliminated,
speculators flourished. Rzhcr than goods arbitrage driving rates to PPP, capital flows appeared 10
rcinforcc divcrgcncc from PPP. Irrcspcctive of whether conupl of the money supply could produce
price stabilily, it soon became apparent thaL the logical argument behind the recommcndatil)n that
floating exchange rates would produce exchange market stabilily only if goods price arbimge
domin&ed interest rate or relative Lotal relum arbitrage. It was also necessary for all coumfies to be
equtiy successfd in auaining price stability.
If one country was more successful in stabilising inflation than others, &is was usGUy
-

bccausc its monetary and fiscal policies were relatively righter, and thus imerest rakes were
relatively higher. The country would also iend LOhave a currcnl accounl surplus. Its currency
would ulen be in excess demand borh as a porUolio investment and as a vehicle for goods
arbitrage. The result was an appreciation against other currcncics. which provided the addirional
auraciion of capital gain potential. In such conditions speculative positions in the currency became
exDemely ilttractive for even if appreciation did not continue, the speculator had a negative cost of
carry. Strong

cuncncics that wcrc pushed above ticir purchasing power parks

were thus

~idOXCd by expcctaLions of Lnhcr appreciation. Far from being srabilising. this reinforced trend
increases or decreases in exchange rdtes. Thus, the inlroduction of floating exchange rases in the
1970s aggravated financial inmbility and destabilising capital flows increased rather than i
diminished. The PPP theory fell into disrepute. as currencies fluctuated widely and for sustained
periods around their theoretical equilibrium values represented by PPP.

’ The “stabilising speculation” argument can bc found in Marshall (which is presumably where
Fricdmao picked il up). Marshall’s argumenl requires speculators to have perfect knowledge of the
equilibrium price. It is also found in Walras, who rcsolvcs the problem by assuming a central auction
market in which individual demands and offers are made public during the formation of the
equilibrium price. (I&gel, 1992, 1995.) Apparently the argument can be found as early as J.S. Mill.
See Grubel (1990). who quotes Sohmen (1969).
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5.

The 1980s: The Viwinia Reel of the G-3. 5. 7. 6
If fixed exchange rates were not the cau.se of the underlying disequilibrium and instability

rha lcfi tic other airemativc explanation for fundamental disequilibrium: inappropriate go~emmenr

policies. The 1980s thus initiales the third period, in which the source of foreign exchange market
instabdity was identified as government policies. 1~was argued tia~ one 01 tie reasons why
governments could consistently employ such “inappropriate” policies W&Srhe imposition of
controls and regulations on the activities oT6nancial inslilvlions. By removing these regulalions
and creating fiec financial markets, governments would be forced to introduce fimdamentally sound
policies, for if they did not linancial instilulions would take advantage of the freedom from

regulation and tiusc

to finance rhcm. Thus, the goods price arbitragers who would impose PPP

were replaced by money managers free to move funds 10 any inccmacional markers who would
discipline govcnlmcnts into invoducing sound economic policies. These sound economic
fundamcmals, joined LOthe politics of rhc central banks IO product price sr.abIliry, would then
produce stable exchange rates and financial market stability.

-

The money managers operating in increasingly Tree capiml markets, howcvcr, proved to bc
very inefficient task masters, and governments were permilled LOcontinue their unsound financial
policies lsaving rhc ccnrral banks not only co fight inflation, but to compensate for the profligate
fiscal policies of the governments. The monetary restraints thal was introduced u) reduce t1:
borrowing of what Dennis Robcnson once called the “unchokeoffable” borrower, meant that the
least sound policies were usually accompanied by the highcsr intcrcst ra~c diffcrcntials. and
arrracrcd rhc largest capital inflows. In particular, freeing capilal flows provided Lhe possibility for
foreign investors, perhaps noi well infonncd about domcsric conditions, to finance the unsound
policies of fooreign governments. Again, the prospect of appreciarion reinforced the flows of
portfolio capiral and foreign exchange markets tended to reinlorce divergence Irom sound policies.

An example EOof this tendency for increased deregulation of financial markets to reinforce
inappropriate policies is the pressure put on Japan in 1983-4 to remove re:srrictions on rhcir
financial markers in the expectation thal increased flows to the Yen would rake some of the
pressure 011 Lhc dollar. Instead, Japanese invesrors mok advantage of Their new Morn

CCinvest

in high inrcrest rate dollar assets. A similar response occurred when Italy removed most exchange
market contmls in 1989. ln~ad
lcasr sound policy country to tic

of the reared rush 01 capital exports, loreign runds Ilowed lo lhe
advantage of its higher inrcrcst ram. The reduction of financial
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markci regulations and increased fnxdom of capital flows thus added to exchange market
instability, financial market speculative ‘bubbles”.

The way sound policies were to bc achieved thus changed during the 1980s. In the lirst
half of lhe decade the US argued that it was the responsibility of each individual county

w follow

the most appropriate domestic politics aimed at creating sound economic fundamentals. However,

after rebounding from post-war lows at the end of the 197Os, the US dollar appreciated throughout
the first half of the 1980s. The Japancsc yen and Gcm~an Mark bore much of the brunt of dollar
apprecialion. Pari of tis movement was due Lo Lhe impacl of sborl-term speculative moverlenu.
But, il aLso seemed clear that part of the problem was ihe impact on flows of Ihe fact the waat the

US on the one hand, and Germany and Japan on the other considered as basically sound policies
were in Iundamental conflict.

As a result, the last half of the 1980s produced

3

sharp reversal of approach and ushered in

a period UPactive international policy coordination. However, as governments attempted to counter

the cumulative swings in exchange rales and external account balance by means of changing
-

inlemal policies this created clear conflicts between appropriate internal policies and the policies
rcquircd m produce cxrcmal stability. Many countries felt they we% being asked to make z choice
bc~wccn apptopriatc domestic and cxrcmal politics. Not surprisingly, they chose tic formel*.

The accord reached at Plaza in 1985 was tbar policy actions should bc coordinascd in order
to produce a reversal of what appeared lo be a one-way dollar appreciation From the US point of
view this involved more rapid expansion in Japan and Germany. Howcvcr, rhcsc govcmmcnrs had
just managed to bring their budget deficits and inflation under control and wcrc hcsitanr to engage
in active fiscal expansion as long as the US continued lo pursue policies leading to excessive
government budget delicits, which they saw as the source of lhe problem. Thus, although decisions
on how coordination should opcrare were subsequently taken at the. Tokyo Summir in May 1986,
and &n instilutional

framework set out at the Louvre in February 1987, with a political endorsement

at Vcriicc in May 1987. rhcrc wcrc continuous dispurcs over the mechanical application

of‘the

measures when they conflicted with internal policy needs and fundamental failure to agree on tie
causes OC the instability.
Japan and Germany, rcprcscnring countries in balance of payments surplus continued to
view the problem as adapting US policy Lo iheir own more restrictive fiscal stances. while%e

US,
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in increasing deficit. viewed the problem as increasing tic surplus countries growlh rates relative to
those in Ihc US. Toy00 GyohLen has noted lhal Iour conditions are required for successful
inlemaiional policy coordination: 1) a close, interdependent relationship amongst participating
countries, 2) sh.ared belief that coordination of specific macroeconomic policies will produce
commonly agreed results, 3) a process for coordination which is mutually agreed and maintained,
and 4) recognilion lhal CoordinaLion produces better oulcomes lhan doing nolhing. He notes that in
tiis period, only the first condition was satisfied.

The difficullics in coordinating fiscal policy have already been noted. On the monetary
side, it wti necessary LOadjust policy so as LOreduce Lhe inkrest rale difIerential in favour of rhe
US. Initially, lhis meant lower ra&s in Ihc US and higher ram in Japan and Germany in order to
make the dollar a less attractive inveslmenl. However, this had lhe efect of reinforcing tie already
exisring growth dirferenlials in favour of the US. Despite lhe Mure (0 introduce coordination, the
‘Plaza announccmcn~ produced a much more rapid than expected reversal of the dollar and
appreciation of the Japanese Yen. The goals of policy coordination thus changed rapidly to
stemming a free fall of the dollar to what was called the “hard landing” scenario. This meant the
reveis;salof tie monetary coordination to restore US differentials.

Since the US was unwilling to raise rate5 this meant that Japan had to be convinceti to
rcducc races along with introducing an expansionary fiscal package. The Bank of Japan reduced the
discomt rate to 3% in October 1986 and then in February 1987 al the Louvre brought it down to
2.5%. The Japanese growth rate rose from 2.6% in 1986 to 4.9% in 1987. Domestic demand
contri&ncd 6% to tic rise (the foreign account contribudon was -l%), so rhar Japan was shifting
from an export to a consumer led expansion.. This see into motion tic exp,ansion of liquidity in
Japan which soon took the Form of a cumulalive reinforcing cycle of incEasing real estate and
equity prices, which also served to attract foreign capita1 flows to Japancsc markets. At the same
lime Giis .sel in motion a reversal of the flow of Japanese capital exports which had provided
funding for the US budget deficit. InterCa rates mse sharply in rhc Spring of 1987 as rhc US bond
markcl collapsed, signaling the collapse of the US equity market in October. The attempt ro
elim’aate instability in foreign exchange markets through policy coordination thus not only failed
to srabilisc tic dollar-Yen exchange ra~c, it also fed through direcUy LOcretie inslability in
domestic Jap*mcse and US equily markels. After 1987 lhe effecu 01 the Japanese bubble dominated
both domestic and international financial markets. At the end of the dccadc the Bank of Japan
fimtiy inlervencd raise rales and prick the bubble, producing a collapse of the equity and property
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markets which plunged Japan into a rcccssion from which is has yeL LOemerge. The unsatisfactory
results of the experiment in international policy coordination soon led to a rctum to the previous
policy of recommending that all countries simply follow fundamentally sound policies. This had
the supposed advantage of producing tie appropriate results in each country without the ne’cessity
of consultation and cooperation.

At &is time there were a number of academic studies (e.g. Rogoff, 1985, Franlcel and
Rockett, 1988) which indicated that there was no clear assurance thal policy coordination would in
fact produce more stable conditions. There are a number of reasons why this might be the case,
rangirlg from the thcorctical obsctvalion conccming the stabilising impact of asynchronous cyclical
behaviour, to the praaical difliculties involved in the availabilily 01 the appropriaie statistical
measures of economic performance. Given the degree of revision of most national income data, it
would be hazardous

to base major policy changes on data which is subject

lo sub!Xanlid

revision,

while the dcfinidvc dam usually arrives 100 Jarc u) allow policies IO bc adjusted in time to echicve
frill coordination.

-

It is paradoxical that during the 198Os, when countries were being advised that floating
exchange r&s were not sufficienl to slabilise exchange mtes, and lhal it was also neces.saq to
practiic sound fimdamcntal politics, foreign cxchangc rate forecasters and economic theorkts
rcachtid the conclusion that cxchangc rate mowncnu

could not bc cxplaincd on the basis of

economic fundamentals, excepl in the very long run and thus withour import for policy purposes.
In the words of Dombusch and Frankel (l%H), “exchange rales are moved by factors other than
the obvious, observable, macroeconomic fundamentals.” .. . “The modem theory of rational:
spcculativc bubbles has a11bul dcmolishcd Friedman’s claim that investors who bet on dcst$Nizing
expectations will lose money. In a rationaI speculative bubble, investors lose money if they don’t
go along with the trend” (Ibid, p_ 6.5)

A

recent survey of exchange rate dctcrmination by Taylor

concltidcs that “further attempts to provide cxpLanations of shon-term exchange rate movemenu
based solely on macroeconomic fundamentals may not prove successful”. This is rcinforccd in a
foomotc which adds “No1 only has the search for economic limdamentals been extensive, but the
results .. suggest that the usual set of macroeconomic fundamenlals is unlikely Lo be capable of
explaMing exchange rate movements on its own” (1995b, pp. 42-2).

3 NOL0~1 lhe experience of floating rates was necessary to challenge Friedman’s speculation
hypothesis. See Baumol (1957), Stein (1961), Telser (1959), and Williamson (1973).
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Smdies such as those by Schulmeistcr (1983. 1987, 1988) suggested that under flexible
exchange rates, bank foreign exchange departments made consistent profits by trading according LO
trend following technical trading rules.’ Schulmeistcr noLeesIhal “‘due LOtheir technical characxer
speculation deliberately ignores market fundamentals. Whether or not an equilibrium exchqngc rate
exists is complcuzly irrclevanl ... Such speculators don’t think in terms or an equilibrium exchange
rale (level) delcrmined by marlcclfundamenlals but in lerms of disequilibrium exchange raLe
movcmcnts .. . which they try to exploit profitably” (1990, p. 372). This type of speculation thus
cannot bc slabilising in Friedman’s sense. 5 If cxchangc rates do not reAlec1economic
hndamenlah,

lhen iL is diUicul1 lo argue Hal inlroducing policies LOproduce sound economic

fimdamcnnls will cause cxchangc WCS to converge to tieme6

6.

The 1990s

(4

Destabiliwtion

of the Europecur Excimge

Rate Mechanism

The 1990s opcncd with neither floating exchange rates nor completely free and unregulated
-

capiu: markets having produced the kind of stability witnessed in the early pre-war period.
However, policy recommendations continued in the dir&on

of suggesting that sound economic

fundz~cnrals were an appropriate means for making free global capital flows compatible with

’ This no1 only suggested thal WdderS were relatively uninteresled in fundamentals, but also
challcngcd the “cf%icnt market hyportrcsis”. Schulmcistcr proposed that the source of the banks’
per&em returns were importers and exporters. This not only suggesled Ihu the aclivity ol speculation
was dzstabilising, it represcnred a real cost IO the producdve sector of the economy which ;ould bc
measb;cd by the banks proprietary foreign exchange lrading profils. Grubel (1990) argued Instead that
the profitable bank speculators were just offsetting the negative impact of the “losing” bank
speculators, so that bank speculalion was slill slabilising and lhat their profits we= the cost that the
real sector paid for the stability of exchange rates.
’ ir is imponant w ncall that Kcyncs’ intcrcst rate parity theorem, which is the basis oi’ arbiuage
trading in foreign exchange markets and the determination of Euromarket forward rates, doa not
deLem%ne lhc level or spol rales, only Lemporal relalive exchange rates. Arbitragers in these markers
are also iadifferenr to the “equilibrium” level of rarcs.
‘ Goldberg and Frydman (1996) argue that traders use “thcoty consistent expectations” which
provide qualilative “directional” forecasu of future movements based on a group of “leading theories”
based on economic Iundamentis. However, if agen& have imperfect knowledge of the structural
rclarion bctwccn fundamanlals and Lhc pticular theories, il is possible for economic conditions to
contjr,ue to confirm expectations even though he theory being applied is incorrecL. If ageI& do not
know tic thcoy appropriate to intcrprec the economic fundamentis lhey may use the wrong model
(cf. the reflexi ve approach of Sores presented above), until a sufficient amount of informarion or an
external shack causes a reasfiesh$enl and a shifi which leads to a change in the model.
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foreign cxchangc markcl and cap&al market stability.

The European Union inlroduced Lhe first Hage of its movement to a single curren$

by

removing all impcdimcnts to capital flows. This was to be made compatible with the introduction
of rigidly fixed exchange rates in place of Exchange Rate Mechanism fluctuation

bands by the

introduction in all countries of the politics rquircd to meet the convcrgencc criteria embodied in
tic Maastricht Treaty. The introduction of politics lo ensure convergence loward sound economic
fundamentals

was to generate expectations

of stable rates of exchange among member currqncies

and permit the introduction of a single currency crcatcd by a European Central Bank.
In this case the foreign exchange markels seem 10 have taken Ihc fUndamentals a bit too
seriously and assumed that convcrgcncc had progressed to the point thaf there was no longg:r any
potential exchange
which high-yielding

risk

Italian, Spanish and UK govemmcnl

borrowed in low-interest
unconslrained

among EMS currencies. This crcatcd the so-called “convergence pl ~y”~ in
securities were purch.ased with f@ds

markets such as Germany, creating a large arbitrage profit which was

by normal considerations

01 exchange risk coverage because of the belief that rates

would remain unchanged until a single cunency was inlroduced. The fall in rates in Lbe hi&yicldieg

countries,

as their interest rates convcrgcd

LOavcragc European lcvcls, would thcn’producc

large capilal gains. When doubls slaned LOarise over Lhc possibilily

of exchange

adjustments

relative to the dollar, holdings of British or Italian bonds could be hedged with derivative
contracts, usually in DM or Sterling, since the Lira and Peseta did not yet have developed

exchange-traded products. Indeed. for most of the period intcrcst rate differentials man? than
covered any possible “within band”’ exchange rale adjuslmenl.
The currencies of rhc countries with the grcaresr “convergence burden” thus suenglhened
and their capi1a.l markets flourished,

paradoxically

making it easier for their governments

to

postpone adjustment of economic fundamentals and dccrcasing rhc pressure to meet the

’ The partir;ulars for the period after 1987 are spcllcd out in Goldslein t?t. d. (1993, pp. Sfr>.
Koedijk and Kool(1993), suggest Lhat a strategy of borrowing in the low interest rate countries and
invcstlng in tbc high rate counuies would have produced positive returns, irrespective of devaluation
losses, which dominated a strategy of speculation on rcalignmcnts for tie period 1979-1990.
’ The greatest proportion of EMS rcalignmcnts involved changes in the intervention band of an
amount which was less than or equal LOIKE size 01 l.he intervention band. Thus the band was simply
shifted around a constant ma&ct value of Lhc currency bc1orc and afi.cr the reaJignmcnl, producing no
potential .for short-term speculative profits from shorting weak currencies againsl slrong.
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convcrgcncc conditions. Since weakness of a currency is orten used to coerce politicians into
introducing unpopular plicics
exchange

hey arc

quick to invoke the suenyl

markets as a vole of conlidence

01 Ihe currency on for$ign

and thus as an argument against further adjustment.

They can also point to the large foreign exchange rescrvcs buih up by rhc central bank “d~fence?
against excessive strength of the currency. The incentive to meet convergence condirions in the
high-inflation EU countries was thus rcduccd by rhc exisrcnce of convcrgcncc play capital flows.

Despite the dramtic and continuous delerioration 01 both fiscal and external balances,
these “perverse”

convergence flows were only reversed when political consideralions suggested lhal

there might not bc full backing among member states for the Maa%icht Treaty. As all the
convergence

players attempted LOreverse their positions at the same time they were joined by

astute hcdgc fund opcratols who rccognised char such a reversal would cRate a major market
imbalance in lbreign exchange and domestic capiral markets. The result was the Scptcmbcr 1992
crisis in the Exchange Rate Mechanism which eliminated two of the major European currencies
from probable participation in the common currency scheme, and severely challenged the ability of
the French fo sustain its convcrgcncc inspired domestic economic policy.
-

(b)

The Spread of IraWdiry

IO Emerging Financial Markers

A similar scenario was played out, wiLh a two-year delay, in Latin American foreign
exchange and financial markets (CT.Folkerts-Landau and Ito, 1995). The resolution of the Latin
Americ;ln debt crises of the 1980s had Lwo seemingly irreconcilable prerequisites: to redudi; the
debt scrvicc burden on the dcvcloping country borrowers and to avoid losses to the intcmational
bank lenders. The first was required in order u) prevent polilical crisis which would have resulted
from the dcclinc in economic activity rcquircd to product payments surpluses sufficiently large to
meet current interest payments. The second was required to avoid Eruption
payments

to the international

system which would have resulted from the failure of large international banks, many of

whom had lent mulliples of their equily capital to developing counuy borrowers and were &eady
techr&J,Iy insolvem The problem was to find a way 10 reslore capital flows to the developing
countries without rhc banks having to commit additional funds. Since it was obvious that tie
artears on the debt could not be repaid, rescheduling

was not a definitive

solution to the problem.

The resolution could only be achieved by getring the debt out of the banks’ loan portfolio ‘and into
the trading portfolio. through the means of securitisalion 01 bank debt into market equity. The
large banks took the firs1 steps by becoming traders in the LDC debt of the banks who chose to
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liquidatc lhcir holdings rather than participate in rcschcduling. In doing so fhey made the debl:
markefablc

and liquid, providing

an increase in value, as well as generating some earnings on

trading spreads and commissions which could offset the non-accrual of interest income. This led u)
a number of schcmcs,

such as debt equity swaps, etc., which allowed banks to move debt Off their

books and LDCs co reduce current interest and posLpDne principal repayments.

To incrcasc their ability to rcducc outstanding debt, debtors wcrc cncouragcd
the liberalisation

of their economies.

This served a dual purpose 01 providing

bank debt, and gave the banks tic oppommity

sufficienl the new owners required profit oppommitics,

politics,

limds LOexlinguish

to cam income by analysing, advising, underwriting

and trading tbc shares in the newly privatiscd companies.

opening of the economy

10 engage in

But, privatisation

alone was not j

and these were provided

to trade and exchange convertibility.

The inuoduction

by the full scale

01 sound economic

which meant privatising state holdings, liberalising domestic capital and foreign exchange

markets. and eliminating

trade baticrs. would then attract “non-debt” creating capital flows which

could provide UK finance for rccovcry of growth to politically acceptable levels (cf. IMF, March,
1995).
-

Again, inlemational

inveslors appear Lo have anlicipaled the underlying slruclural caanges,

and in counaics such as Mexico capital flows starred to move even before there was any
pcrccptiblc improvcmcnt

in rundamcntal conditions.

Howcvcr, unlike the case of European

convergence, Mexico did make real progress in changing il economic policies, opening domestic
mark&

LOforeign competilion,

privatisarion

eliminating

the government

budget deiicit, undertaking

substantial

and adopting an incomes policy which brought inflation rates down to single cligits by

1994.

But, as in the European case, a cumulative process emerged in which the increased flows
of funds to Mexico reinforced

and confirmed

the expectations

of foreign investors that exchange

risk was low and potential gains high. On the ptinciplc that the first into the rising marker &&es
the greatest profit, investors sought out other “Mexicos” and soon funds wcm moving fo A,gcntina,

Brasil and other Latin American countries in order LObcncfil Irom lhe expecled improvemenu.
Just as the convergence play had been a on&way bet, “emerging” equity markels in Latin America
became a one-way bet. Thcsc markets wcfe originally called “emerging” because the countries
were emerging from the depressed financial conditions due to tic debt crisis. The name wzis soon
extended LOany small, local equity market in a developing country which had a small proponion
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of foreign ownership. Under this new definition, tbc market emerges when il auracts substantial
flows of foreign investment funds.

Financial theorists had a ready theoretical justification for what investors were aln$dy
doing. In the capital asset pricing model, the “market porrfolio” should in theory include aIi
investmenl assets. Although this is clearly impossible, the equity portion of the market portfolio
could bc cxtcndcd to include aU sccuritics traded in the world. Investment in these high-risk
“emerging” markets was thus pmsenled as prudent reduction of market risk As investmenl banks
and money managers started to include these small, local developing counlry markets in their
benchmark reference portfolio they automatically became acceptable investments, and it became
incumbent on every investor to include them in his

portfolio.

The process global diversification was based on a deadly fallacy of composition. One
investor can change the wcighring of his portfolio to include 1% Mexican stocks witbout this
decision having a large impaa on Mexican stock prices. 1f the worlds‘ major investors all,decide
to move lo a 1% weighting, lhis can only occur if the markel capitalisalion of Mexican sLocks
incrcascs. This can only occur if more cornpanics arc quoted, if cxisring companics issue more
stock. or. as was the cast. if prices rise until global investors have 1% of their portColios in
Mexican stocks. If the prices of Mexican stocks had previously rcflcctcd the underlying
fundamen&

of the conpanics, Lhcy clearly no longer did so.

Thus, an anomaly was created, similar to the changes in value of a stock which cnccrS the
S&P SO0 stock index. This benchmark cffcct is self-reinforcing, for the higher the valuation of the
emerging markcL the larger iu share in global capitalisation and the higher its benchmark
weighling.

The better the market’s performance relative to orher markers, the more likely 8

rccommendar.ion for over-weighling. Since the emergence of these markets zuuse in the presence of
falling US inter& raLes and tier a subslantial IUJI-upin US stock prices, their high total rctums
made emerging markets even more attractive, And again, the cumulalive process of a seemingly
risk free interest rate arbitrage wti set imo motion, borrowing in low interest rate dollars to invest
in high yield emerging market stocks.
This crcatcd another self-reinl’orcing process, as the central bank had to intervene to
prcvcnl the currency from appreciating out of its announced step devaluation. This caused
exchange reserves to swell, and made inveslors even more confident in the prcdbability

of
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exchange risk. IL also mean1 ht

if the bank were to stick to its adjustment targets for monetary

expansion the rcscrvcs had T.Obe src~Uscd. which acred to funher increase in&rest rate
differentials. Such an approach may have additional negative consequcnccs if the interest rares
payatilc on tic newly issued govcmmcnr debt required ro achieve sterilisation are higher lhan the
intcresl earned on Ihe increased foreign currency reserves, thus adding to the foreign imbalance (cf.
T&e

and Development

Report. 1.

It did not take long for the impact of the rising Mexican market to cause advisers to extend
their portfolios to other formerly debt-ridden countries, many of which had less ambitious +
adjustmem policies_ But, by this lime economic fundamentals had become irrelevant, for the
driving force had bccomc the risk reduction through global portfolio diversification. Just as the
capit& asset pricing model demonslrated lhat selecting “good” stocks based on their fundamental
value was impossible and irrclcvanc, the same was true of sclccting country markets with ‘good‘
economic fundamentals. Ironically, just as count&s wcrc being advised that they could acquire
loreign capital Ilows and domestic slabilily by introducing sound fkndamenlals, Lhe fiicial
theorists were advising investors that economic fundamentals were unimporrant and thus irrelevant
to the direction of capital flows.
In spite of the policy improvements memioned above, the Mexican economy was

characterised by the same high interest rates, rapidly expanding extcmal deficit, ovcrvaluation of
the exchange rate and capiul inflows which were seen in the high-yielding European countries.
Just as the non-debt creating capital Bows left Spain and Ilaly, France and the UK in 1992, they
also I& Mexico when there was do&L crealed over the commitment to exchange rate stability and
the assessment ?f cxchangc rate risk

shiI~ed

radically. Just as quickly as Mexico and other

“emelrging” markets were added to money managers benchmark global portfolios. tiey were given
zero weighting and the “Tequila” effect swept the South American and Asian emerging ma;ikets
without reference to geography or any economic fundamentals. The result was not oniy the
undeclared insolvency of tie Mexican government, upwards of 30% of private bank credits were in
tech&al

default, which meant that the banking system was also insolvent. In this crisis it was not

the foreign financial institutions which were duealened with bankruptcy, it was the Mexican
financial syslcm. Mexico losl not only its cxrcmal sources 01 finance, even its internal sources
disappared.

Even at inceresr rates in cxccss of 50% there was little domestic lending for

pro&i&ion uses. The Mexican economy, which had a peak growth rate oI only 3% in 2594,
suffered a decline of around ~Yoin real GDP in 1995, virtually eliminating Lhe growth since the
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intmduccion of the adjusuncnt reforms. This was clearly more ohan IWOsteps back.
B.

Questions raised by financial instability

1.

The new financial inmbiliy

The characterisric that difercntiates the instability in mom recent rimes from tiat of earlier
periods is that it encompasses both Foreign exchange markets and domestic financial markets. The
decision to increase reliance on capital flows by dcvdoping domestic capital markets and
privatising in order LOcrcatc assets LOtrade in them has thus crcwd an additional source of
instability in these countries. 01’ greater importance to the present discussion is the impact of these
capital flows on the perfonnancc of the developing economies. Already in 1991 the UNCTAD
Trade and Development Report

noted that while capital inflows may make adjustmenr easier, they

also carry with them the risk of currency overvaluation as domestic banks Iii

il cheaper lo

borrow in fomigu currency terms, thus increasing the inflows fr0m foreign sources. The strenglb 01
the cunency may also lead to overconfidence and liberahsation of goods and capital ma&e%
before the underlying productive structure of the economy is ready I.0 supporl free international
comperitinn.

In rhc case or rhc liberalisation of capital markets. which usually hollows rapidly on this
increase in loreign conlidcnce, the rcsull is seldom lo open the way to linancing Ior additional
invesmrcnt in productive capacity us aid in the adjusuncnr process, but rather UJ allow domestic
weaI:th holders the possibility to diversify their portfolios, selling domestic assets to foreign
inves:tirs in exchange for Foreign asseti, protecting domestic residents from any loss of capital
value should the flow of short-term capital be reversed. This provides a very strung local
constituency in favour of the introduction of full cxchangc ram convertibility and rapid
libcralisation of capital markets. This can be funher justified by reference to the strong rcselve
position of the ccnual bank, which is buill up as it attempts to limit rhc ovcrvaluation.

It a&o

creates an additional amount of capital which is highly attuned to the vagaries of condldons in
domes’iic capital markets and thus ready to move quickly to avoid losses. thus adding domestic
short-flows to cxtcmal flows. It is n0tewonhy that these features of capital flows in developing
coounities are little diffcrcnt rrom the characteristics of those which have occurred in the developed
COuIll~CS.
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2.

Is this market failure?

The inlercsring common feature of the various cases of instability cxpcrienccd sini;c 1960
is UlaElbey are aII preceded by a recommendation, usually based on an tmexcepMn&le

tbeorelical

argumenl, that an increased role for markel Forces and more freedom in allocating capilal will
result in incrcascd stability if accompanied by sound fundamental conditions. This was true of the
stabilising speculators who wcrc LOinsurc cxchangc ralcs converging ro fimdamcntal PPP values
under floating cxchangc rates in tic 1970s. Jt was also true of the capital maricers who were to
respond to policy coordinalion with exchange rate stability, and in rhc abscncc of coordination,
impose economically sound policies on govcmrncnts in the 1980s. However, in every case, the
individuals who take the decisions concerning the movement of caphal and goods have been
observed to ignore sound economic fund,amcntals. This may have been because of their own
predilection, hut usually their action was accompanied by a theoretical explanation of why. ma&t
fundamentals arc not of basic importance to the maximisation of wealth in tbe global allocaiion of
capital. The basic contradiction bctwccn rhc rhcorics which arc used to recommend u) governments
policies to Iiberalisation of financial markets and inlroduction of sound economic politics and
those which motivate the decisions which product the capital flows in thcsc markets are never
noticed ex aute and usuually pass unnoticed ex posl. Indeed, this must be lbe case, for every’ episode
of major instabilily is Followed by a repetition 01 the same recommendation to introduce more
dcrcgulation and market freedom and for govcmments to place more emphasis on introducing
politics to

insure sound economic fundamentals.

It is interestig

LOnote th;u Itving Fisher was one of the first economists to suggest that

rhc rrtiirional market mechanism
types 01 financial flows.

economy.

His

may exhibir palhological

debl deflation hypothesis was

behaviour in the presence of

p2rticuLar

couched within the context of tie US

There is no reason why it should not apply 10 international financial factors. Fisher was

joined in the 1930s by

3

number

of economists such as Hayek. Hawuey, Veblen and Keynes, all of

whom suggcstcd that financial flows, representing debt-credit relationships, could alter the)
traditional economic analysis of the operation of chc market mechanism. It is possible to eiplain
the policy dichotomy noted above in terms of theories which ignore financial flows as essential
clem~Iits

and those such as Fisher, which attempt to include rhcm. The policy reconunendarions

which have been made to enhance stability of exchange rates and
made on the

financial markels are uswIly

basis of a model of chc operation 01 the market mechanism in which money atd

financial factors play no role, or else pre.sumc that monetary factors arc of significance in the short
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run, but have no impact on the long run trajeclory of Ihe economy.

A

clear cxamplc of an adaptation of the approach 01 Keynes and Fisher in Lhe wok 01 a

market practitioner may bc found in tic work of Gorge

Soms, head of the Quantum Fund. He

suggests ihat lhe decision making proccsscs of financial markets are better understood by means of
tie Wary of rcflcxiviry, a process of cumulative causalion which is capable of explaining
experiences such as tie erratic bchaviour of chc dollar in the 1980s. In Sores’ view, the typical
reprcscntation of individual bchaviour presumes thaw the exlemal environment

is given. BUK,in

financial markets, the investor is always part of whar is being analyscd and explained.

thou@ that economics

should be considered

a “moral science” because unlike Newton’s

which has no choice about the velocily al which ir will fall to the ground, economic
have rhc possibility

Keynes
apple

agents do

to decide not to act according to economic laws. Economics thus suffers from

the social scicnccs quivalcnt of Hcisenberg’s “uncertainly principle”, or a scientific mora&hazard.
Forecasting models used LOmake economic predictions are all based on attempts to iden&+
regularities

in tic bchaviour of economic

attempted to adjusl behaviour
-

possible eventualities
behavioural

agents--they

~11 us whal would have happened if no one

in the face 01 unexpcckd economic conditions, usually because all

have been foreseen

These slabilities arc represc?nlad in Lhe paramelcrs

of tic

functions. However. when agents are dissatisfied with their performance and altempt to

do somcrhing about it by changing their bchaviour, the “predictions” of the economic models will
be based on bchaviour paucms which have been discarded and will bc consistently wrong.

But, if this type of bchaviour is widcsprcad, as it seems rcasonablc to assume that it is, rhis
leads to lwo lypes of problem; For Sores, economic agenls will have
-- “imperfect understanding”

of how their actions influence events: then: is no direct, independent

corrcspondcncc bctwccn physical reality and our conception of that rcali~y because it is not
independent of our own thoughts and actions which WCcannot obscIvc externally as uninterested
scienlililic observers. Nevertheless agents try to undersmd

the impact of ticir actions on cvcnrs,

even to predict them by trying to predict the actions of others --this makes things worse because
Ok

-- “participant’s bias” which results from our efIorts to apply our understanding of the world to
change tie real world conditions

we face. Participant’s bias may be defined as the divergence

bewecn an individual’s perception of events, i.e. what he thinks the likely outcome will be, based
on past experience or a model of Lhe operation of the world, and the actual course of eve&.
The interaction of these two factors Icads LOwhat Sores calls “Reflexivity”, defined as the
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combination of:
the cognitive (or passive) function: the effort to understand
y =

f(x) and

lhe ptiicipating
x=

(active) function; the impact of ratiocinalion on behaviour

i&Y).

Togcthcr rhcy yield Rcflcxivity:

y - f&(y)).

This lype of relation cannot produce an equilibrium SlaLe,rather it suggesrs a

CUmdatiVC

process of

change. The objcctivc of rhc succcssfuul individual investor or forecaster is thus to:
-4dentiIy cumulative processes

--predict tie direction of change which occurs when x and y are self-reinforcing or reflexive.
In his book Soros gives the dclerminalion of cxchangc rau: as cxamplc. The value of a country’s
cxchangc rate is usually thoughi to be delermined by lhree faclors. The uade balance is ncgafively.
and tie balance on speculative and non-spcculalivc cappiIa1iransacrions is posilively, related to the
cxchangc rate; e.g. a higher positive balance of trade leads to a lower value

for

the exchange

rate

and a stronger currency. It is in motivating capital and 0th~ invcsuncnt flows that reflexivity is
most likely to be found. Capital inflows will be positively related to expecled appreciation in the
-

cxchangc raw and to a positive inrcrcstrate diffcrcntial. In rhc period 1980-M US interest rafts
were pushed up and inflation declined. A positive intcrcst rate diffcrcntial (US intcrcsl rates rose
above

German

or Japanese rates) opened up relative to other currencies. Non-residents increased

their purchases of dollar assets to gain the higher intenzst rates. This caused the dollar to

start

to

appreciate. This attracted capital inflows fmm investors seeking capital gains from dollar
appreciation. These flows initiated Iunbcr dollar appreciation and further capital tilows.

Even

though the US trade balance sraltcd to dctcrioracc as US industry became less competitive as a
result of the apprccialion of the cxchangc rate, speculative flows continued IO rise by more Lhan
Ihe increase in ule deficil on goods and services trade. The dollar thus continued u) apprccia%
causing mc detcriorarion in Lhe trade balance to accelerate. This positive cumulative rclation may
be expressed as Iollows:
(Te+T-+-(lSST)-

Tc-

(Is

> h-).

when e is the price of domestic currency in ~crms of foreign currency, S are speculative purchases
of Lhe dollar, T is the trade balance. Anyone who idcntificd lhis cumulative process early &ould
have benefiucd from both tie high inleresl rates and the capital gains from dollar apprecialion. By
means of a demonstration efI&cl, suc~ssful speculators cncouragcci oihers in a spiral in which
there was no natural limit, nor any need to refer to economic fundamenlals. Indeed, in the cast of
the US dollar in the 1980s the obvious fundamental disequilibrium was quickly justified on’ the
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gxuunds thar tie @owing Lradc dcficil was a rational rcaccion to the “fact” that real rates of return
on inveslment in the US had risen far above those in the rest of the world ~lb’a result of tic Reagan
admiziaration’s supply side economic program.

All of the approaches which auempt to take financial flows into account arc also
charac~riscd by Lhc fact that Lhcy also make an effoon to explain the historical experience of the
post war period. They counter the idea that the market mechanism is eillrer an cfficienl or rational
allocator of economic resources in the scnsc of dirccling resources towards Ihose employments
where real rcrums arc highest.

Indeed, the reflexive approach suggests that rctums will be highest

in Lhose invcstmcnls which manage to anrdct the highest capilal flows. IL also suggest that
erchangc rate.. will be determined, not by lhe relative productivity of nations, but tit

this

productivity may bc dcttxmined by exchange rates. Nor are lhcsc rclalions immurable. for as Sores
points our., agents may adjusl their behaviour in the face of unsatisfactory outcomes. If this is
indeed the cast, rhen tic rarionalc for combining free capital nOws in uaregulati

capiral markets

with policies based on economic fundamcmals cannot be considered as generally valid. This also
means lhar unfcttcrcd capital market. cannol be relied upon LOdiscipline govcmment policies so as
-

to make them mutually compatible or coherenr. 11 also implies that the introduction of Ihe
appropriate, sound, government politics based on economic fundamentals, cannot be relied upon to
produce stability in financial markets. The basic reason for this is rhat cvcn if markers were stable,
there is no guarantee that they would produce ule appropriale levels ol exchange rates and’inreresr
rates wrrcsponding 10 tic underlying 1-4 economic fundamentals.

3.

Can all counrrics have “sound economic volicies?”
Indeed. rhcrc is some qucsrion that markets would be more stable in condilions in which

all counlrics inuoduccd and successfully pursued sound policies. There is no reason lo believe that
the introduction of such policies would lead to convergence of inrerest rates or of expected rates of
r&urn on equily investments. Capital would sGll be allocated by money managers according to
lheir expectations about relum differentials. Avoiding clearly excesses in cxchangc rare or tlomcstic
politics would climinatc the possibility for one way bets. But, it should be recalled that operating
sound

policies did little to save France from speculative prcssurc in 1992-3, and Mexico‘s dramatic

improvement in its budget position and inflation wcrc as a much a cause 01 ils difficulties.

Indeed,

the examples of Mexico and ItaLy show how diffkulr it may be lo introduce appropriate exchange
rafts under conditions of floating. It was widely rccogniscd in Ilaly as early as 1989 that the Lira

_.

was overvalued. The same was uuc of tic Peso, which in 1993 actually appreciated against the
dollar. The objective evidence was ti

deteriorating trade balance. But, consider tic choice? tic

govemmcms in both cases. Any anempl LOcau.se a depreciation of We exchange rate would. have
meL LWOrisks. Any formal announccmcnt of a dcsircd dcprcciation could have caused a reversal of
opinion and an uncontrollable and unacceplable inslabilily. Allemativcly, i1 thcrc was no such
reversal and market expcclations rcmaincd unchanged, this would simply have raised the expected
rctums as rhe market expected continued strengthening and &MSadditional capital gains. What
would have been rcquircd to bring about a Reversal was a change in domeslic imeres rates, but tiis
would have been tantamount to abandoning domestic srabilisation. Few centrdl banks actively seek
exchange marker crises, and

arc

happier with an inappropriate exchange rate which is under control

than a sharp reversal towards a mom appropriate rate which substantially overshoots the desired
level. In rhese conditions rhcrc is no such thing as a slow convergence towards the equilibrium
rate, for once rhis adjusuncnt is initialed, foreign hmds will be withdrawn, but not slowly. Once
large portfolio flows have been built up which have pushed up tic exchange rate. it is extremely
difficult 10 unwind them without crcaling a panic in which everyone tries to cxil simuhancously,
causing market liquidity to disappear and crises to emerge.
C.

Implications

of Postwar Experience

IL should now be clear lhat it is no longer credible LOrecommend more fiiancial marker
deregulation, freer capilal flows and each individual country looking after their own appropriate
sound domestic economic policies as a recipe for financial stability and Lhe continucd exp&sion of
pro&ctive capacity availing itself of all available m.sourccs. It is also clear that the coordination of
sound economic policies reprcsen& insurmounlable practical obstacles. the most important of which
is agrccmcnt on rhc politics which should be inuoduced. Indeed, there am those who have argued
thar: tie currcnl slate of statistical knowlcdgc is insufficicnr w provide even rhe information
concerning tie real performance of Lheeconomy rcquircd to take decisions on policy coordination.
The expericncc ol’ the three historical periods suggests a continued deterioration in the
ability LOcoordinrue economic politics and an increasing divergence between appropriate economic
politics and financial market stability. What is the cause of this deterioraling performance?

The

cxpcricncc since the 1960s suggesrs that the basic reason is W divergence herween the thc~5~
used LGIormulale govemmenl policy and those used in financial markets w guide their inv~:atrnent
decisions. This is a diifl’erence which may be character&d lollowing Schumpctcr as that between

. . .
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“real’* and “monetary” analysis. AS long as capilal flows were non-existent, or minimal. and goods
flows were the primary international linkages, real analysis provided a reasonably good
approximation of the world. This is a world in which monetary factors are broadly ncuual pn the
long run. real intcmational dative

goods prices arc of importance and purchasing power pruity

will determine cxchangc rates, whether the system opcratcs under fixed or floating exchange rates.
However, as capital flows have increased, monetary IacLors took on increasing predominance and
the real equilibrium came to be determined by relative nominal tolal markel returns in the portfolio
investors’ domestic currency. BIN.,unlike quorcd goods prices, these decisions are based on

1

expectations of future prices, which are by definition more volalile. The lower transactions costs
and tic reduced restictions

on capital movements which were introduced in the 1980s Lo increase

“marker discipline” thus have inslead mcanr that the financial factors have come to dominate real
factors in the derermination of equilibrium values. Foreign curscncies are now primarily financial
assets, rather than means 01 intcmational goods exchange. Financial flows are motivated by
maximising risk adjusted rates of renun across rhe global ma&et potiolio of asseLs, rather than to
provide the financing for currem account imbalances. The design 01 politics for stability has to be
based on “monetary analysis” if it is to have any hope of success. This also means that while
capital flows may not bc rhc cause of instability, they are ils vehicle.
D.

Remedies for Instability

The instability described in earlier sections is clearly mlatcd to capital mobility,
flucE&ons

in exchange

I-dkS

and

financial deregulation, which have in ConsequencC been tie

focus of policy proposals in the fields of regulation, taxation, macroeconomic policy and
hsb.iz;tional
proposals,

reform. The rest of the paper consists of a commexllary on a selection of tic%:
including alrempu in some cases to point to directions in which they could usefully be

funhcr dcvcloped.

I.

International lenal reairnes for capital flawsg

The only global regime appiying to international monetary movemcnrs is that of the IMP_
Bur rhc most important obligarions in ils Articles of Agrccmcnt @ace to current: transactions and
not capital movementi.

These are SCKout in Arricle WI (which prescribes Ihe obligation not IO

’ For a more detailed discussion or tie intcmational legal regimes for capital moveme$s
UNCsAD (WM), PM Two, Annex to chaprcr 2, section C.

see
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impose restrictions on payments and transfers for current international transactions without the
Fund’s approval), and in Article XIV (which specifies transitional arrangements for countries not
yeL willing IO accept the obligations of Article VW.

Concerning

intemalional

capital movements

Article IV contains among the general obligations of IMF members regarding exchange
arrangements the scaremcnc the one 01 that imemational monelary syslem’s essential purposes is rbc
provision of a framework faciliang

the exchange of capital among countries. In more specific

references to capital movcmcnts in Article Vl, section 3 provides for the cxcrcise by member
countries of such convols as are necessary IO regulate inlemational capital movements so long as
they do not resrricr payments for curmnt rransaccions. Section 1 of the same Article gives r.he
Fund the authority LOprevcnr tic use of resources from iu General Resources Account to fjnance a
I

large or sustained capilal outflow.

Thus under the JMF Articles of Agrcemenf developing countries have considerable latitude
Some of rhcm have none the less, !
undertaken obligations in this area as part 01 Trcarics of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation or
regarding

controls over intemational

capital movements.

of agrcemenls involving limited numbers of countries such as the North American Fret Trade
-

Agreement (NAFTA).
Dcvclopcd countries on he olher hand are subject to obligations under lhe. OECD Code of
Liberalization or Capital Movcmcnrs and (in the cast of members of rhc EU) under Lhe EEC
Council’s 1988 Directive on capital movcmcnrs and the Maastricht Treaty. The OECD Code
classifies Ihe great majority of capital movements in two Lists, A and B, to the former of which
more scringenl liberalization obligations apply. For much of the period of tbc Code’s existence
List A consisted principally of operations judged 10 have fairly close links to international trade in

goods and scIuiccs and to longer-term investment, while List B included operations in short-teens
financial insuuments.

But recently lhc scope of operations included in Lisl A was cxtcndcd lo

some hitherto covered by Lisl B, and a number of previously uncovered money-market operations
went &dded LOList B.

The 1988 EEC Directive on capital movements forbids resuiccions on those between
residents of EU countries subject only to provisos conccming the control of short-term movemenu
during periods of financial strain and certain measures necess,aq for rhc functioning of tax and
adminislralive systems, and for prudential supervision. Under the Directive EU counties
committed

arc also

LOendcavour to attain the sarnc dcgrcc of IiberaliWion of capital movements with third
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cauntncs as with each other. The provisions of the 1988 Directive are reinforced by the pertinent
Articles of the Maastricht Treaty applying to the second stage of economic and monetary @on
which began in 1994. Once the third sragc of this union starts, UK imposition of con~ols over
short-term capital movements during periods of financial strain for single-cunency countties will
continue to bc permitted only with regard to non-EU countries.

2.

Measures used to control international copiral movements

Inremational capital movements invalvc changes in the claims 01 a country’s residents on
non-residents, and vice-versa, in the Cotm of real capital assets and financial insrruments.

.4 large

number of different measures have been used by govcmments in both developed and developing
countries to rcsrrain such movements, some of them with a broad incidence and others aimed more
specifkally al narrowly defmcd sets OFtransactions. The mcasums include taxes as well as tax-like
rcstriccions which exercise their eIfect on capital transacrions by increasing their costs zu~&itbus
reducing

their profitability. Other restriclions involve more direct limits on capital uansacrions.

Conuols over capital movements arc imposed in pursuit of both long-term objecrivcs and shoner-

term ones of macroeconomic policy.

Under the heading of controls with long-term objectives outflows of foreign direct
invesonent (FIX) or medium- and long-term portfolio investment may bc subject to Aicensilng
pmccdures, taxes imposed on purchases of securities abtuad by residents, and two-tier exchange
rates. Lnnows may also bc subject to licensing. Furtbermom they may be limited by ceilings on
levels of foreign ownership in some or all sectors (ceilings which may prescribe reservation Ior
invesuncnr by msidenrs in certain cases). Access to a country for foreign direct investors ‘may be
granrzd only on conditions designed to contribute lo development or other national policy
objectives.

Controls over short-term capital movemenls have to contend with the very large number of
methods available to take advantage of opportunities for profit in tie international markets for
financial instruments.

Amongst OECD countries such opportunities have progressively increased

in response both to the liberalization of ttrc international financial regime and, since the 197Os, to
lhc proliferation of new financial techniques and insuuments made possible by the rapid ”
development of computer technology and electronic communications.

Short-term capital

movements are not ncccssarily effected via short-term financial instruments, since the profits which
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motivate such movcmcnrs may he best achieved through transactions involving longer-Lenn assets,
as is olften true if thcrc &lr:liquid secondary make&s Tot such assets. Thus control of short-term
movements may include techniques already mentioned under lhe heading of FDI and medium- and
long-term potiolio

invcstrnent. Bur it must also hc dirccred at the many orher ways in wh$zh

individuals and enterprises lend. invest, borrow or otherwise rake financial positions ar short-term,
with an actual or porenlial impact on the movcmcnrs of funds between currencies.

To some extent Lhis objective can he mcL by controls on transactions which arc clearly of a
capital rather than a curreni narurc such as the buying and selling of short-rcrm fimmciaI
insh-umcnts issued abroad. Bul in practice conlrol of outward capilal movcmcnts is likely to be
impossible without recourse to more general measures of exchange control, many of which would
also typically bc part 01 a regime for rcsuicting paymenk for current international transaclions.
These include tie rcquinzment for official permission LOopen foreign bank accounts, limitations on
the size and use of currency that can be taken abroad by travellers, and regulations concerning l.he
physical export and import of bills of exchange, securilies. insurance policies and bank notes.
Thus countries which do not restrict payments for international current transactions have to I’mme
their regimes of capital controls in such a way as to avoid impeding such Lransacrions.

Inward as well as outward capital movements can pose problems for macroeconomic
management.

Measures restricting inward capital movcmcnts include those mentioned above under

the heading of controls imposed wilb long-term objectives_ OLher measures in this context
comprise forbidding banks to pay interest on the deposits of non-residents or even requiring
negar-lvc hcrest

rates on such balances. limitations on banks’ liabilities denominated in foreign

currencies and on open positions in such currencies in relation to capital, and the imposition of
difFeremially high (and possibly non-interesl-beating) reserve requirements on incrcascs in such
liabilities or in banks’ liabilities to non-residents.

Anolhcr measure likely to be particularly

important in countries with currencies lacking developed Forward markets is variation in the terms
on which the central bank is prepared to engrage iu swaps. Moreover even in countries where swap
facilltics arc readily available from commercial banks limits may be placed on their use other than
for specilied purposes such as trade transactions. Furthermore queuing systems may be used to
slow rhc pact at which foreign bond issues arc made by domestic entities, and sales of moneymarket instrurnenls by residents to non-rcsidcnts may be forbidden. Likewise special taxes may be
levied on credits from abroad - a measum afiecting non-financial as well as fmatrcial enterprises -.
and cash deposits with the central bank, equivalent to a certain proportion of foreign bormwing by
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non-financial enterprises. may bc required, a control inuoduced into the German
Ausscnwirtshaftsgcscrz in 1971 as the “bardepot&hr” (after Germany had earlier prohibited
I

paymenl 01 interest on Foreign resident accounts).

.3 .

Crraitai

controls in Dractice: recent use bv develouim

countries

As noted in D. 1, developing countries are under fewer constraints due to international
agrccmcnts than dcvclopcd ones regarding capital controls. They have in fact extensively used
such controls on both inflows and outflows. In the carlicr part of the postwar period those on
inflows reflected mainly long-term objectives as lo development and indigenuous ownership, and
those on outflows the exigencies of balance-of-payments management and macroeconomic.policy
more generally. Recently, u some developing countries of Asia and Latin America have I&n
integrated into the network of international financial markets, they have experienced the surges in
capitti inflows and the consequent problems for economic policy alluded to in A.6(b).

As part of their policy rcsponscs to thcsc surges. many of the recipient countries have
employed both of the major categories of measure described in D.2 above, namely tax and tax-like
rcsuictions and mom direct limitation of cxtcmal financial inflows. For cxamplc. stamp takes have
been applied by Chile to foreign borrowing, and taxes at various pcrcenhge races have been
imposed by Brazil on the value of both foreign investment in the stock market and external bond
issues. Other actions IO reduce rhc profitability of foreign borrowing have included tbc imposition
of special reserve requirements on almost all capita1 inflows by Chile, and non-remuncrated rcscrvc
requirements on foreign-currency borrowing by Colombia. Mexico has imposed restrictions on ibe
uses to which foreign borrowing can be put with the objective of reducing its pmfirabiliry. A
number of counnics (for cxamplc. Indonesia. Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines and Thailand) have
placed rcstricuons on various categories of intematianal uansaction and position taking by banks
with the same objective or with that of reducing foreign borrowing more directly. A queuing
system has been used by lndoncsia to slow foreign borrowing by private firms. Steps to restrain
the kvcl of ner capital inflows have also included liberalization of capital outflows (by, for
example, Chile, Colombia, Philippines and Thailand). Another policy instrument worthy of
mention in this comer1 is the widening of the band within which a country’s exchange rate! is
permitted LOfluctuate in order to increase risks to foreign lenders and portfolio investors. ”

4.

Indirect Meusures to Control Car&al Flows
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(4

Capital Requirements

The primary function of banks’ capital is to absorb Iosscs which might ocherwise threaten
their continued operation. Jn consqucncc

tic adquacy of a bank’s capital ti a major concern of

irs regulators. But, X the permilted siyz of balance sheet positions is linked IO the capital
supporling them, .+ch rcquircmcnts can also rcstricr the scale of a bank’s involvement in particular
acrivitics. The posiibility of using the route of capital charges on banks’ foreign exchange’ positions
as a way to restrain currency speculation was cxplorcd in UNcTAD’s 1994 Trade and
Dcvdopment

Report (UNCTAD, 1994). At that time this approach to have the advantage of

building on a 1993’initiadvc of rhc Basic Commitlee on Banking Supervision (BCBS, 1993)
concerning prudential standards for the supervision of banks’ market risks including those :multing
from their posilions in foreign exchange. Under this proposal capital requirements were imposed on
banks exposure due to different categories of cunency transaction (as well as transactions in
&cious

metis) according to one of two mcrhods. Under the “shotiand method”, IKEcapital

requircmems were co be 8 per cent of a “net open position” defined as consisting of the sum of rbc
greaLrr of the short or long positions in diffcrcnt currencies plus rhe tofal of each net positions
-

short or long in precious metals. rcgardlcss of sign.‘OThe 1994 Trade ar& Development Report
noted thar an intcmationally agreed surcharge on capital requirements at this level might be
imposed to increase the co,sts to banks of currency speculation. Agrccmcnt on such a measure
would have to include all Financial centres to prevent its frustration due u) tic flight of ~tiif~g W
jurisdictions where the surcharge did not apply.

However, Lhe leasibiiry of this approach has been reduced by tic adoption by the Bade
Committee of a different scf of proccdurcs for dcrcrmining capital requiremenls lo cover market
risk, adopted in rcsponsc to widcsprcad criticism by banks of Lhe initial 1993 proposals (BC’BS.
1996). Under the new procedures, intended to SCIVCas the basis for regulations which will be
implemented by the end of 1997, banks will bc pcnniucd ID use proprleLary risk management
systems to measure market risks as an alternative to the standardised framework proposed in April
1993. The core of this alternative is the setting of a bank’s capiral charge on the basis of a measure
generared by its in-house model of tic value at risk or its trading book, that is to say of rht:
maximum loss an Lhe trading book expected during some period at a specified level of con?dcncc.

lo A similar approach to capital rcquircmcnrs for foreign exchange positions is embodiqd in
European Community Council Directive 93/6/ElX of 15 March 1993 on r.hc capiI.al adquacy of
invesmlenl firms and c&it inSimtions, published in Official Journal L 141/l, 15 March l$J93.
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Under this ahemativc some allowance Ior offsetting correlation efTects between broad categories of
risk (mnu~esl rates, exchange rates, equity and commodity prices) is now permitted, so that: the
marker risk associa&d t&h loreign exchange positions will no longer ncecssarily be segregaed as
under the Basle Committee’s earlier proposal. Use of rhc standardised “shon-hand” method remains
a possibility but widespread use by banks of proprielary modeLs to generate their capiul

’

requirements will mean thal estimation of these requirements will not be carried out on a uniform
basis. m~ new procedures have implications for rhc imposition of capital charges as a measure to
resudn currency speculation. Such charges remain a policy option. However, the option would be
at variance with the new approach to managing market risks embodied in the revised guidelines of
the Basle Commit&e. Thus recourse w such charges is more likely as part of an emergemy policy
rcsporise to a crisis in the foreign-exchange markets than as a measure imposed on a more
perm&.nent basis.

(b)

Tarat.on of foreign Exchaqe

Transactions (Tobin Tax)

Another proposal, which mighl also be considered as likely to be permitted under existing
regimes for capital contmls, is a fax on fooreignexchange transactions, originally put fonvard by
James Tobin (1978). Dombusch (1986) and Bhaduri and Malzner (1990) have made similar
proposals

which build on Tobin’s idea. The proposal has also auractcd attention as a sourh of

revcnuc for various international purposes. Here discussion will bc limited lo practical questions
concerning its application as a measure to reduce financial instability.

The design of the tax, in particular

its

lcvcl and coverage, cannot be divorced from

consideration of its likely effects. Yet conclusions as LOthese effects arc still speculative.
Propailents of the tax have noled lhe way in which the expansion 01 currency trading has been
accompanied by increased exchange-rate volatility. Thus if the tax succeeds in reducing Llie
volume of trading, so &heargument continues, it should also reduce volatility. There is indeed
evidence that low percenlage taxes or charges can have significant effects on both the levels and
character of uansactions.

To take one recent example, the fee of 10 basis points imposed

hy the

Federal: Rcscrve on daylight overdrafts in April 1994 reduced their amount by about 40 p? cc111in
the sitbscquent six momhs (Richards 1995, p, 1071). Another example is given in analysis of the
stock ,narkct crash of October 1987 in the publication, The Qua!i~ of Mu&% Report (reprinted in
Kam;>huis ct al., p. 333). which attributed the limited role of programme trading in London at this
time partly to tax and stamp duly. More mundanely it should also be recalled that mutual %unds
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Kamphuis Edal., p. 333). which attributed the limited role

of programme trading in London at this

time partly to tax and stamp duty. More mundanely it shouId also be recalled chat mutu+ funds
sometimes impost exit fees on shareholders which vary inversely with the holding ~eriod.~, (See,
for example, Boglc 1994. pp. 193-394). These charges act as a disincentive lo herd sellink by
shareholders (though the conscqucnt impact on the funds’ investment managers is only indirect).
However, whiIe such examples clearly poinl to the existence of a relation between transactions
charges or analogous measures, on the one hand, and the hehaviour of investors and asset
managers, on tic other, in themselves they do not lead LOany conclusions about effects on price
.’

volatWy.

In this context there is some pertinent quantilative evidcncc from studies of stock markets,
where transactions taxes have also been under consideration as a policy measure since the crash of
October 1987. Umlauf (1993) reports that tic introduction of transaction taxes in the Swedish
stock market caused an increase in volatility, and that daily variance was highest when the tax was
greatest. Jones and Sequin (1995) investigate the change in volatility after the elimination of fixed
commissions in the Mayday events on rhe New York Stock Exchange. Their rcsulrs confirm those
-

reached by Umlauf and “suggest that rhc logic of increasing transaction faxes to reduce the impact
of noise traders and, therefore, to mducc volatility, dots not withstand empirical scrutiny. Indeed,
our results indicate that increasing transactions costs through any avenue may wcU have an effect
exactly opposirc from that intended” (Ibid., pp. 16-7). Although these resuhs are not directly
applicable to the foreign-exchange markel, they should give pause to advocates of transactions
taxes for restraining volatility.

Two other observations based on more general considerations should bc made here since
they bear on the relationship between the possible effects of a foreignexchange

transactions tax

and its design, Firstly, even at the low rates proposed by advocates primarily concerned with
revenue raising rather than the reduction of speculation a tax on foreign-exchange transactions
might well have an important effccr on the structure of the market. While a rate of, say, 0.1 per
cent could be expected to have at most a limited impact on all but very shon-term transactions of
final customers, the same would not be true of dealers. The bid-offer spreads in inter-dealer
transactions, which cover rhe costs and profits of such trading, are typically of the same order of
magnitude as a 0.1 per cent lax. Thus even at this low rale the tax could well lead to a substantial
reduction in inter-dealer transactions. accompanied in ah likelihood by the exir from the market 01
many dealers. The msull might well be a rise in spreads and in the cost of the provision of Foreign
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exchange for cunenl as well as capital transactions (Stcindl, 1990; Davidson ___),but the +e in
costs would probably be small, for current transactions particularly so in comparison with ithe
rcduciions in taxes on intcmational trade resulting from poslwar tariff-cutting exercises. The
second matfcr which needs to be mentioned here is the grearcr complexity of rhe techniques
through which

lrdderS

now lake positions in lhe foreign-exchange mar&

These positions. olIen

involve combinations of Lransaclions including recourse to derivatives. As a result currency
volatility depends on trading behaviour in a number of diffmnt,

though closely related, markets.

To be effective, a transactions lax should thus presumably apply IO all lhese markels. (As a result
of this multiplication of markets forecasting the effects of a uansactions tax also becomes
correspondingly more difficult)

Of the many problems of tax design this section rakes up two, namely the location at
which it would be imposed, and the range of transactions or insrruments which would be covered.
The question of localion has beers subjecled to a thorough discussion by Peter Kenen (1955) in a
paper recently prepared for UNDP. He plumps for UE location or locations at which the deal is
made in Preference co the site or sites at which the deal is booked (which would not be the same i1
-

booking is done at tic head offices of the overseas branches 01 the dealers’ banks) or to chs
country in which seldement takes place (when sculement, for example, involves tic transfer of
sums ‘bclween banks’ corrcspondenlr).

Kcnen also proposes that tie tax on inrer-dealer

transactions bc splir equally belwccn the Iwo countcrpanies.

Regarding tie categories of uansaclion which would be subject to the WC,refcrenc& has
already been made to the need Ior comprehensiveness owing to the increased recourse to untaxed
transactions which could otherwise bc anticipated. This is not to suggest thaL even a carefully
designed version of the tax would be completely walertight. But the importance of loophdes and
vebiclcs for evasion is probably easy to exaggcra&

Synthetic substitutes for cucrency positions

wouId be relatively expensive LOthe cx~enl that they involved transactions in a number of diffenznt
instrume.nLs. Blatani intention to evade might SCOWin many jurisdictions as the basis for legal
action by lax authorities. Moreover the initial design of tie lax could be modified in response to
frna1~4 innovation intended to hunratc its purpose.
Some of the prublcms of design for a comprehensive tax are none Uzeless difficult.

Spot

and forward transactions seem reJatively suaighlforward: the lax could be assessed at a percentage
rate on the transactions’ value. In view of the facl lhal foreign-exchange swaps, which combine
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simultaneous spot and forward transactions, arc Lypically priced in the markcf as a single
transaction, they might be treated in the same way for the purpose of the tax, being assessed on the
same basis as simple spot or forward deals. But this does not cxhaua the problems of ta%design
for rl;~sc uansactions.

For example, the timing of the tax obligation must still be decided.

If

foreign-exchange swap transactions are to be treaccd in the same way as spot transactions, there
would stem 10 be an argument for sening the dare of all these three types of foreign-exchange
transactions for tax purposes as that on which lhey were initiated. But this procedure would raise
the question 01 whether the notional value of longer-renn forward transactions should not be
subjtil to a discount for assessment of the WL And so on. Currency l%ures might also bc taxed
aI a percentage rate on the notional value of the contract. In this cast the KIJL,if imposed at the
rime when the

COnh-dCC

is

initiated. would have an effect on cash flow similar to an increase in the

initial margin,” though tie money in question would not be at the disposal of rhe owner of the
fururcs contract to meet subsequent obligtions

in the form 01 variation margin due 10 movements

in t4e contract’s price. In the case of currency swaps” the transactions tax might be imposed on
the streams of netted payments” and on exchanges of principle, since &se payments seem to
cormspond most naturally to tic aclual foreign-exchange rransaclions associated with such swaps.
-

In view of the use of nctLing in connection with currency swaps, expanded recourse u) them might
be expected if a foreign-exchange transactions tax were imposed, and the ran would also act as an
inccnrivc ID the suppression of lhc exchanges of principal now usualIy associated with swaps.

Designing a transactions rax for currency options is likely to be particularly difficult.

One

solution might be to lax them only when rhey are exercised. However, this would leave &taxed
options

positions settled through offsening in the options marker (i.e. in the form of sales 6f

contracts by longs or buyers, and purchases by shorts or sellers), and could be expected 10 enhance
tie attractiveness of currency options in comparison with other transactions as an insuument for

I1 Initial margin consists of tic sum in I& form of money and securities posted by buyers
and sellers of fumrcs at the time 01 the initiation of contracc~. The sum is typically in the range of
5 to 15 per cent of the price spccificd in the contract, the precise propotion being relaLed to the
contract’s volatility.
I2 Currency swaps (which are fo be distinguished from rhe 1oreignexchangc swaps mentioned
above) mvolve the exchange of series of payments denominated in different cu1Iencies. Under
cumrrcy swaps, unlike interest rate swaps which cntait the exchange of paymcms denominated in
the same currency, Lhe payments typically include both interest and the underlying principal.
l3 Ncuing rcfcrs to the practice of sclllng off payment obligalions bctwecn two wunWparlies
so Lhz~only a singk.nei payment is made to settle Ihe residual obligation.
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hedging and portfolio management as well as speculation in connection with cunwrcics. ,Xgliv.
(1989, p. 14) has proposed taxing options at 50 per cent of the strike or exercise price on tic
ground that buying a call on the underlying asset and selling a put on it is equivalent to a long
position in the asscf iuelf. Bur tis equivalence is valid only when the exercise price of the option
is equal to the price of the underlying asscf, a condition which does not generally hold.
Nevenheless, Sriglitz’s idea may poinr towards a fruitful approach IO tax design for currency
options, namely Lhe breaking-down of options positions into equivalent combinations of other
contracts for which the design of transactions taxes is easier.
Another point which also has to be. faced in discussion of the practicality of the T6bm tax
is tie effect of refusal by some financial centres to impose it. Kenen (1995) suggests oneapproach LOthis pmblem, rhc taxing of transactions witi lax-free uading sites at a punitive raLe.
But he himself admits lhal while this could acl as a strong disincentive to the migration of fotignexchange trading to smaller financial cenlzes, it would nor be an effective response to the .refusal of
a major financial ccntre already used by many traders (say, London) to join Lhe scheme. There
does nor appear to be any solution to the problem in this cast olher than the ptienr pressure of
-

attern?= LOpersuade.

Cc)

Altertzazive~ to the Tobin Tax

A number of altemativcs to Tobin’s original proposals have been advanced with similar
objectives. These arc framed 10 avoid problems such as those due to the dificulty of defining a
loreigoexchangc

vansaction or to rhc ncccssity of its global application. Dombusch (1995). for

example, has proposed taxing all cross-border payments. While lhis approach has the vinu’e of
simplicily, it would not eliminate alI forms of evasion, since it would no1 be imposed on back-toback trar~s~ctions.~~Moreover since it adds to the costs of a wider variety of transactions than the
Tobin tax. here is a risk rhal Dombusch’s proposal would meet with correspondingly stronger
political resistance. Under this heading the proposal is also open to the objection of Davidson (...)
thaw.thc rax would be bomc dispropotionately

An

by curmt

rather than capital transactions.

alternative LOtaxing foreign-exchange lransactions for the purpose of reducing currency

I4 Back-to-back uansactions can be illustrated with the example of an arrangement under which
one comp%anylends its currency Lo another company or to another company’s subsidiary in,reLum
for m offsetting loan in the bon~wcr’s currency for itself or one of its subsidiaries. Such an
arrangement enables the avoidance of cross-border payments in connection with the loans.
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speculation which might naturally occur to many economists would be to tax the short-term profits
of currency trading at a punitive rate. Such a tax might be regarded as an instrument dcs$ned to
achicvc for currency trading objectives analogous 10 those for stock trading of the lOO-per-cent tax
on short-term gains proposed by Warren BuIfetL’5 An internalionally agreed tax of this kind
would have to raise tic taxation of short-term profits from currency trading to a uniform level if it
were not simply to lead to the emigration of foreign-exchange business to lightly wed
jurisdictions.

Putting such a Lax in place would stem a tall order but rhe problems involved are

none lhe less worth examining a little more closely.

Pllofits from trading, including that in currencies, are generally already subject to taxation.
so that the base [or an internationally agreed tax could be. readily identified. But pre-existing lax
systems would pose difficulties to the design of a supplemenwy

international lax. These :systems

vary considerably among countries and, in the cast of the newer instruments through which
foreign-exchange positions can be taken, are allen underdeveloped. Moreover in several countries
the systems incorporate concepts inconsistent with the across-the-board approach on which an
interilationally agreed tax on trading profits would presumably have u) be based.

For example, in many counlries lhe tax trcatmcnt of profiu associated with positions in
currer;icy futures and currency swaps depends on whether they arc held for Lhe purpose of hedging
or speculation, Lhe distinction frequently being related to the corresponding accounting
treaLnientL6 Since the objective of taxing short-term profits on foreign-exchange trading would
be pnzcisely to restrain speculation, there might seem to be an argument for incorporating the same
distinction in the intemalionally agreed tax. However, achieving agnzcmcnt on this subject % on
many other technical aspects of such a tax could be expected to be, if anything, still more difficult
than on tie practicalities of a transactions tax. Funhermore bringing aU major countries oit board
would bc no less necessary, and for the same reasons.

Under Buffen’s pmposal all gains from the+sale of stocks or derivalives securities held for
less than a year would be subject to lhe lOO-per-cent tax. As Btifelt himself puts it, “then: would
be no profit to [an inves%r] from [his] capilal allocation decisions unless they had a time k,orizon
01 al least one year”. The proposal could be expecLed to lead to a drastic reduction in thc’~~ading
of options and index futures. For the quotation and commentary see Lowenstein (1988. pp. 86-87
and 200-208).
I6 See, for example, ule discussion of the taxation of banks’ profits in rhe chapters on
Belgium (by J. Buelens and W. Vandenberghe) and France (by N. Dejean) of Ernst and Young
(1993).
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3.

The e&due nature nf sveculation

The original Tobin proposal, as well as other variants such as l;itrmbusch’s proposal IO lax
all cross border uansactions and the TOSTAB (Tax on Speculative Transactions Across Borders)
proposed by Bhaduri and Manner, in addition to seeking to nzduce short-term speculation’ by
increasing transaction COSLS.
seek to make exchange rate correspond more closely to “economic
findamemals” by making capital flows more permanent and long term in naUe. “The hope that
transacctions Laxcs will diminish excess volatility depends on lhc likelihood that Kcyncs’s
speclilalors have shon.cr horilnns and holding periods than market participants engaged in longterm foreign investment and otherwise oriented toward fimdamemals” (Eichengrcen, Tobin and
Wyplosz, p. 165). However, one of the most important changes which have been introduced into
financial markets by derivative products is the elimination of a sharp distinction between long and
short-term investments. For example, lhe nature of options contracts is to allow an investor IO
mainmin a long-lerm position for gains and a short-tEnn position for losses. Portfolio insurance
was designed to allow long-term investors to cover short-term risks. Writing covered

call options

is

a merhod ro increase the long-term relum on a position. On the other hand, long-term decisions
produced by means of suuclured derivative producb may require a degree of short-lmm liquidity
which is beyond the normal capacity of market lenders. The difficulties faced by Metallgescllschafl
arc a case in point Here, what now appears to bc accepted was a sensibly hedged long-term
nraregy had to be liquidated at a loss because tie short-term carry cosl was excessive [Reference).
In modem financial markets the traditional distinctions concerning Lhe “maturity” or
permancncc of an investment no longer have the same meaning as they once did. It is now
possible to product the equivalent of the on the run thirty-year bond by means of going long Tbills znd buying bond fumrcs contracls. On the other hand, the long bond can be purchased and
broken down into its component pans to produce 31 diffcrcnr registered instrumenls over thirty

years (orovcr 400 wilh mamriries of one year or less Tar various future dates which arc tht’:
equivalent of futures contracts). Long-term bond equivalents can also be created by borrowing
floatig-rate

and swapping into fixed-ralc payments. It is thus no longer clear what it means for

investors to have “long-term” horizons and IO underlake “permanent” inves&uents. Added to this is
rhe far;t chat currencies are now considered an invesuncnt class on their own, The imposition of
increased transactions cosfs on foreign currency Vansactions would thus simply disrupt the process
of arbitrage across difl&enl national money markers which is supposed to operate to bring:
currency values into line with fundamentals as well as limit the risk management of intemitional
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invesrors. I7
What those who recommend long-term invesling Seem fo have in mind is LhaL inv+tors
should bc involved in only buy and hold slralegies and never use leverage. If this is what longtcnn investment means, lhcn il seems clear l.har transactions taxes arc not the mosf c&ient
of achieving this effect, irrcspcclive of their impact on volatility. Ever

since

rhC work

means

of Keynes

and Hicks in the 193Os, economists have been aware of Lhe fact that money may scme as a store
of value as well as a means of payment. Keynes explained tie possibiliry of less-than-full-

cmploymenl equilibrium in terms of liquidity prefcrcnce, and excessive assel demand for money
(this is what we would now describe as short-ten&m)

leading 10 an excessively high nominal raLe

of in&rest relative to the reEums which could be made on employmcn~ crealing invcstmems. Since
1970 foreign currency has also shifted from being primarily a means of paymenl to being an
international inveslment assa in which excessive liquidity preference may lead fo cxcessi+ely high
reLum,i in terms 01 excessive dcvvaluations and domestic rates. The problem is nor Ihe limctionjng
or tic efficiency of the market mechanism in achieving nominal race which approach fundamentals.
There is no reason why they should once
-

money

(national or inrcmational) becomes an investment.

The problem is to reduce excessive liquidity preference, not 10 reduce the excessive use of
intcmaGonaI money as a means of exchange. From this point of view. uansactions Taxes seek to
cure a problem which arises from the asset
transactions lhfough

nacurC

of

money by limiling the USCof money for

a reduction in its liquidity premium effecled by increased transacrions COSL~_

EM, Lhis does nothing u) dccrcase liquidity preference, it can only shift demand COsome otxr
asset, or cause the premium to increase. The problem from this point of view is to find a way of
harnessing the market to i?mction in ways which achieve desired “fundamentals”, which means
reducing the demand for liquidity.

4.

What can we do to reduce liouiditv preference?

’:

The two major causes of increased financial market uncertainly were tic introduction 01
lloating ra&%sin the 1970s and the cxrensive financial deregulation in the 1980s. There is some
reason LObelieve rhat the latter has done much to increase lhe overall level of real and norhinal
inlen& rates (UNCTAD 1991, p. 106), while tie Conner has done much fo elevate foreign

I7 ane of the major uses of interest rate swaps is to manage the duration of a portfolio. It has
also now become common for potiolio managers to SUbGOrJwdC~ the currency tisk,s of their global
portfolios to “overlay” managers.
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currency LO an investmcnl asset. This suggests that the aim of proponents of transactions taxes is to
reproduce tbc quivaknt of a more regulated financkal system with fixed exchange rates. But can
this be done?
(4

Monetary Union

From this poinr of view, the search for solutions should start in the monetary plumbing of
the inrcmalional financial system. The first and most obvious solution is to do away with Ihe
plumbing altogcrher by abolishing exchange rates and introducing a single currency. The current
expcricnce of the European Union is not encouraging in this respecr. Its approach is based on the
underlying idea that the successful introduction of a single currency requires wnvergcncc of all
potential members co sound fUndamentals, which will cause exchange rates to stabilisc at their
equilibrium values. Howcvcr, if there is no lheoretiC;ll reason for exchange rates 10 converge to
thcsc values in the ptcsence of free capital flows, then there can be no assurance that convergence
will

ever take

place. Although the end resulz would nzsolve the difficulties, them appears

to be a

unresolvable sequencing problem involved in getting rhcre (Eichengreen, 1994).
A Single Inrernationd Money and a Supra-Narional Bank

Altemativcly, il would bc unnecessary to introduce a new single currency if the role could
be played by a dominant national currency. Triffin (e.g. Triffin, 1966) has highlighted the
difficulties of using a national currency &as an international means of paymenr, although some of
thcsc problems would be moot if it vvere to be sanctioned as the only international currency. But
this would raise questions of sovereignty which are even more difficult than Lhose sumun@ng the
creation of a supra-nalioral bank and a supra-national currency. Such proposals were popular in the
inrer-war period (Keynes, 1930, vol. II) and have also been advanced in response to rbe dollar
crisis of the postwar period (Triffin, 1968; Grubel, 1963). In the end. all such proposals require
lhe sairificc of national sovereignty over economic policy to a common intemarional policy set by
an intcmational body and thus fall under the general heading of international policy coordin.ation
which hati been experimented with in the Plaza Agreement
The form of coopemtion introduced by rhc G-5 ac the Plaza was strongly influenced by a
rather diffcrenr approach. Recognising the diffkulties of a rapid return IO fixed exchange rates,
Williamson

(1983)

had recommended the use of soft-edged “cargcr” intervention zones established

J
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around real central mles baptiscd FEER’s or fundamental equilibrium exchange rates. After its
implicit adoption without acknowledgement by the G-5 and then G-7, rhe form of cooperation was
given more formal expression in the shape of a policy “blueprint” (Williamson and Miller, 1987).
However it was subsequently abandoned for lack of political commitment. The approach adopted
used nominal, rather than real central rates, and rhcy were kept secrcr Irom market operators. This
is in fact closer to an alternative version, based on “tar@ zones” determined by nominal rates,
advanced by Krugman (1991). However, Taytor (1995b, p. 41) notes that this approach to target
zones “has met with spectacular empirical failure”.

(4

Targeting &rnesn’c inflation
The difficulrics with coordination and tcstoring the fixed exchange system with wider

imervcniion bands has led to the resurrection of the approach of individual policy. For example,
Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, p. 74) argue that “even broad-baud systems g la (sic) EMS pose
difficulties, and rhcre is little, if any, comfortable middle ground between Roaring rates and the
adoption of a commou currency.” They argue that it is nor impossible for a ccnrral bank to keep a
-

f?med exchange rate, noting that in most cases Foreign exchange reserves exceed the outstanding
money base” , so ulat a central bank which was dctermincd to keep the foreign price of its
money base fixed could technically do so by buying in the entire base. However, “the real issue is
a govemmcm lacking the political will to subordinate monetary policy single-mindedly to the
exchange-rate target” (Ibid.. p_ 86). Instead of reform of the international monetary system, “A
broad range of empirical studies suggests that reducing domestic inflation and the instability it
causes arc better addressed through basic reform of domestic monetary institutions” (ibid.;p. 95).
The pursuit of a low and stable inflation rate as the basic policy objective of an dependent%entral
bank is thus recommended as the besl defence against domestic instability and instability of the
exchange rate.
This not only raises the question of whether sound policies followed individually wiU
pro&cc international stability, it also raises the question of whether price stability is a prequisire
for stable economic expansion. As Kaufman (1994. p. 12) notes “low inflation, while obviously

Id It should be noted that rhc JIigures they quote are for total rese~es, which may include large
amounts of short-rerm arbitrage inflows which are really not under the control of the central bank
Ior purposes of support of the exchange rate, but rather represent a charge on reserves. The
problm is reminiscent of that faced by Lhose who were charged with redefining the US balance of
payments figures in the 1960s.
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desirable in and of itself because it does contribute to a sturdy framework for a nation’s qonomic
prosperity, is nonetheless no guarantee against financial excesses. History proves this umclusively.
The classic case for the United States was the decade of the 1920s. when inflation remained low,
but financial cxccsses developed both in the equity market and in commercial real estate. In recent
times, we have Lhe vivid example of the mid-1980s. Inlla!ion performance was exemplary: the rise
in lhe consumer price index in 1986 was one of the lowest in the entim post-war period-But within
the fabric of our financial markcts &re was developing some of the worsl financial excesses of
this cenlury, a process Hal would eventually lcad lo massive financial failures, huge taxpayer costs,
and a largely unforeseen credit crunch rhal would aggravate the business downturn and constrain
the subsqucnt economic recovery. Arguably, low inflation is a necessary condition for financial
well-being, but it is sure no1 a suficienr condition for financial well-being. That requires a more
complex set of economic and financial circumstances grounded not only by a central bank?
moEera actions but also by its role as tie institution enlrusled with assuring the safety and

soundness of the financial syslcm as a whole.”

(4

Marker-Based Inleruention

Part of ti diUicuhy faced by reform is that it poses as ahcmarives, fixed or floating rales.
One of the points which was dominant in the discussion of reform of the inlemational system in
the 1960s was Lhe fact that a pun: “fixed-rate” system with automalic market adjustmenl was a

myth which never existed even under the gold standard (e.g. Triffin in Grubel. 1963). There was
substantial central bank inlrvention. yet gold stocks wcrc much smaller than the size of re.%%ves
held by cenlral banks today. AL the same dmc, capital flows were as great under the gold standard
as they are to&y, and yet the system was broadly stable. What was Ule secret of the operation of
the gold standard?
One of the most important elements was Ulal it managed to exploit private market f%ows to
rcinljrce slability, rather than the opposilc. One method was direct intervention in foreign
exchange markeis. What intcrrcntion methods could be applied today?
(e)

Foreign Exchange Marker Intervention

There is a long tradition of intervention by central banks not only in the spot but also in
the forward foreign exchange markel. Creation of forward markets as a vehicle Ior intervention

, .
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was urged by Kcyncs during the imcnvar period. Given the relation of foorward premia to
international interest rate differentials. Keynes proposed intervention in the forward market by the
central bank as a way of influencing capital flows without changing official inwrest rates. The
possibility of defending the spot exchange ran at no immediate. cost to official reserves, i.& to
produce what would today bc called sterilised inlervention, through intcrvcntion in the foorward
marker has been extensively employed, and such intcnfcntion played an important part in the
defense of srcrling as recently as the 1960s.‘g Forward exchange confracfs are a form of
derivative instrument, so char unsurprisingly the recent proliferaUon OF derivatives has been
accompanied by propos& for the use by central banks of rhe new instruments for the purpose of
hedging their foreign exchange rcscrvcs and of intervention in lhe foreign exchange marker.
For example, Taylor (1995a) has proposed LhaL centi banks purchase far-out-of-the-money
pus options on rheir currencies as a technique for defending the exchange rate against rhc cffccts of
large speculative outflows. The suarcgy would have relatively low costs sine the out of rhe money
options would have low premia In rhe event of a depreciation which the central bank could not
offset with its existing reserves, the options could hc cxcrciscd, thereby providing additional
rcsc~cs to defend the currency_ Taylor points out tbar this positive idluence on nzserve.s will exist

even ii’ Lhe central bank uses foreign exchange to slerilise the funds used to exercise the put
contract.

There are many orher potential uses of options for official intervemion in the loreign
exchange markets. For example, Lhe sale of covered calls on foreign currency could also be used as

part of Ihc deliice of an upper limit for a country’s exchange rate. Likewise, in order to prevent
an undesired currency appreciation dues to excessive capital inflows, lhe central bank might write
put options on a foreign currency. The Hannoun Rcpol~ even raised the possibility rhat by writing
options and Thus reducing the option premia central banks might also reduce implied volatility,
thus causing a desired signaIling effect helping to counter disorder in the fore@ exchange market
(BIS, 1994, pp. 49-50). The ultimate result of such inlervention is not clear, since change3 in prices
due IO reduced implied volatility would have an additional effea on the delta hedging of options
positions by dealers.
Derivative producz clearly do provide central banks wirh additional instruments foi

lg The locus classicvs of historical information on forward markets is Paul Einzig who along with
Keynes developed the theory 01 fOnVard exchanges in tie 1930s. See Einzig 1937, and 1961.
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inlervening in foreign exchange markets, but two caveats are in order. Firstly, not only niwt a
market loor options in the currency cxisl (and this o&n requires the existence of a futures market,

as most options are written on blures contracts) bul if intervention via options is to pmvidc an
effective ahemaiive to that in the forward markel, it should also be reasonably liquid. Sedondly, a
central bank might have to confront criticism similar to that which it faces in the event 01 the
failure of efforts to defend its currency through intervention in the forward marker - Lhat it has
provided the counterpart of speculators’ profitable forward sales. In the case of the action
proposed by Taylor the criticism might ti rbe Form that rhc centraI bank was speculating against
iLc own currency, and if il.s initiative were successful, that it had generated profits For banks in
exchzngc for instruments which had expired unused.

Cfl

Financial integration ar an alternative to fixed rates
Under tic mythology of the gold standard as a fixed-rate sysuzm gold is presented’as the

primary means of international settlement and thus as Ihe primary reserve asset. In reality, a purely

-

private liability, the sterling foreign exchange bill, served this purpose; govemmenls did not
guarantee its value in foreign currency or their domestic money. Indeed, there was no ma&t for
foreign cum~~cy or domestic deposits olher than that for the foreign exchange bill. Foreign
exchange bills provided an endogenous. perfectly flexible, privately supplied means of pay:ncnt for
the ‘fi~emational sysrcm. Ir was the “finance” bill which provided the short-term capital movements
which

assured thaw the “rules of tie game” were ncvcr followed,since any deterioration of the

forci;a exchanges (i.e. an excess supply for sterling bills in the foreign exchange bill mark&

could ,be offset by small movements in inlernarional infercsf rate differentials in favour of London
which would make it more amactive to hold funds in s&ing in London. This would reduce the

bills drawn on London, which reversed the excess supply of sterling bills in the foreign exchange
bill markel. It waq profit motivated arbitrage. nol price fixing by the central bank which provided
tie siability of the exchange (Krcgcl. 1990, pp. 246 ff).

This suggests that reform should altempt to reinrmduce profit incentives Lo stabilising
rather than destabilising capital flows. It also suggcsls that these incentives will not be

unobservable factors, such as purchasing power parities. An example of such a proposal which
anemp= to build on profit incentives in private madcets is thal of Ingram (1962). If there is fiJ.l
liimcial inrcgration in a region, banks would have to offer &posits in any of the region’s

currencies and would normally hold foreign currency deposits as primary reserves and shon-Lerm
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foreign currency assets as secondary reserves. An imbalance in payments in any region, whether
caused by currem or capital account flows, would then require the banks in the deficit region to
SCII their holdings of foreign currency assets, thus increasing the domestic deposits of banks in the
surplus country and decreasing them in the deficit country. Interest-rate differentials should move

in favour 01 the deficit country. Surplus-country banks would then be attracted to the higl~er yields
on deficit-country assets and increase their investment potiolio holdings, automatically generating
a demand for the currency of the deficit country. In modem times, this seems to be the system
which was applied in Austria in its more or less successful attempt to link to the DM.
Systemic reform: a clearing

union

A similar approach would be to redesign the system so that it creates incentives for private
sector activity to reinforce stability. This would rquinz changing the structure of the plumbing. By
the time hc came to consider planning for reconstruction after the second world war, Keynes had
substituted a Qearing Union for a Supra-national bank. His idea was to replicate the beneficial
features of the gold standard system in a new design For iruemational monetary relations. There are
clear advantages to such a scheme, in particular with reference to the support for global demand
and adjustment policy, but it would also requite a degree of coordination which is beyond what
3ppears

plausible. The Clearing Union proposal has been an inspiration for a number of rcibrmers,

in particular TriIm. The most recent proposal of this kind is Davidson (1992-3). Wilhamson
(1992-3) provides a comparison of these proposals and his own “blueprint” approach (described in
section D.4(b).
These proposals raise a more general qucslion of distinguishing Ihc symptoms fi-om the
disetie. Many seem to suggest that it is the free flow of capital which is the disease, or m&e
specif;cally, the increwe in speculative trading in foreign exchange which has accompanied
floating exchange rates and the disappearanas of capital controts. On tbe other hand, it is also
possible to view many of these movements as simply the symptoms which are created by the
struc~rc in which invcstmcnt decisions are made. Thus, where some see excessive short-term
trading as part of dcstabilising speculation, &se transactions may also be seen simply as the
naturzl result 01 Foreign exchange dealers attempting to cover their trading risks.
It is not these short-term movements which are the cause oI’ increased volatility or of
increased instability. In suppon of the view that it is no1 these short-term movements which are the
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cause of increased instability are the obscwations that volatility declined substantitiy after the
inrroduction of derivative producrs to deal with the increased risk of floating exchange rates in the
early 1970s. Since hedging activity requires a larger number of transactions and addition4 risk
products mean a larger number of markets and dcslers, the growth in short-Lenn transact&
simply reprcscnrs the response of the sysrcm to increased instability, ratier lhan a cause of ir.
Measures to curb tbesc risk management transactions would then inmasc, rather than reduce.
volatility and inslability.
On the other hand, rhc flows which are capable of gcncrating instability are those which
are carrscd by ule one-way bcrs which arc set in motion by mrcnd-following trading. The problem is
then to deterrninc what se& of these trends, or initiates what eventually become “rational bubbles”.
One possibility would be that it is prccisdy these situations which JeCOmmendal.iOnS to aiioid
“unsound policies” arc set up ICI avoid. But, cxpcriencc suggesls that wunuies manage to &urvive
for long periods with more or Icss unchanged policies, sound or unsound, wirhour suffering
speculative runs. Indeed, it has been suggested Hal “speculative attacks” might be launched
precisely in order to force countries into condition in which their policies become unsustijnable or
generate vicious circles of devaluation or inflation. (See tic literature cited in Folkerrs-Landau and
Ito, 1995, p. 70.) The proposals for more radical reform of the system thus seek to inuoducc
frameworks in which fm capital flows can be made compatible with stability of exchange rates.

(h)

Reform sf Multilateral Institutions
The question of international adjusuncnt, which was a major question ar the origini

Brecton Woods conference, has received Iit& artcntion in lhe context of financial market
instability. At thal time the focus was on ihe asymmetry of balance-or-payments adjusuncnt
caused by trade flows. Today, adjustmcn~ is also of particular importance, but increasingly ‘with
respect to monetary policy and financial flows. As already noted. financial ROWS may cau$-e a
country’s cxtcmd position and inrcmational competitiveness u, depart from its underlying ‘I
economic fundamcnrals. Jusl as symmetric adjusrmenl was meant u) give countries the possibil&y
of maintaining domestic policy priorities in the face of transilory negative shocks lo their trade
positions, counrrics should also be able u) m&Lain priorities in the face of random and utilsilory
shifts in financial flows. Thus the original concerns for sharing he burden of adjusunenL an: still
valid.

it
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Evaluation of national economic policies currently ties place within the International
Monetary Fund’s Article-IV assessments of member counlries. Pruposals have recenlly been made
to extend this u) policy review and coordination. However, since the Fund is not a lende: of lasr
resort for all governments, it cannot operate efficiently to discipline policies. In addition, $e Fund
is also constrained LO operaling af&cr the fact, as in the case of the devaluation of the Mexican
Peso. Similarly, the very acloT borrowing from the Fund changes the way in which the Fund
analysts a country’s policies. As a crcdicor lhe Fund can only consider the best method of
rcwvcring lhe funds il has Icnt, not Lhc broader consequences for inlemational policy compatibility
or even the domestic needs of a counlry.
The need for some alternate forum For international policy coordination is evident from the
fact that national govemmenls have created tiormal groups for this purpose. The Group of 10 was
originally formed to deal wilh the problems of policy coordination and in particular with &changcrate instability oukde the auspices 01 lhe IMF. More Ircccnrly, the implications for exchange rates
of the departure of capital flows from the underlying fundamentals has been handled through
infonrial groupings such as Lhe G-7 or G-5 meetings 01 fmance ministers 01 the most developed
counties bcforc the annual WorId Economic Summiti. These groups have been responsitilc for the
series or initiatives to introduce policy coordination discussed above, such as the Plaza and Louvre
agreesents. Although these are among the issues rhal mighr be discus& in a forum for resolution
of po3cy conflicu, the current G-7 “Club of the Rich” approach has no official standing. nor does
it t&c into consideration the interests of the developing world.
The recently established World Trade Organisation (WTO) provides an example of how a
framework might be desi@ to deal with lhe queslion of policy conflicts with respect to inonetary
and 5nancial policies raised by coordination_ In the WTO Governments have given up policy
autonomy by restricling Lhe use of certain trade policy instruments in the context of globally

agreed commitments. This was deemed necessary for an orderly global trading system.
Beggar-my-neighbour policies are cs frequent and disruptive in money and finance as in
trade. A devaluation in the exchange rate is similar in impact to an increase in tariffs on imports
and gcncral subsidies for exports. Inleresl-rates changes can also create international conflict. A
country which has bormwcd in inlemational markets at floating rates to fkance industrial
restructuring may find that any improvemem on its goods trade is more than offset by tie ‘rise in
intcrc~r charges due to a change in foreign moncfary policy. It is clear that there wiU not &ways
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be easy solutions to such conflicts, but in the absence of more f-undmcntal reform of the

imernational financial system, the impact of such policy conflicts should be discussed and’resolved
within alglobal framework in which countries could demonstrate the impact of other cormtries’
domestic or intcmational policies on their national policy goals. Such a framework, concentrating
on monetary and financial issues, would bc especially important to developing countries whose
economies are much more vulnerable to enmrnal shocks which produce abrupt changes in financial
flows or intcmational marker conditions.
The principles and standards of the WTO could also serve as the starting-point for the
construction of a framework for the resolution of conflict over monewy and financial issues.
These principles include nondiscrimination as well as the recognition of the riced for safeguards
and preferential treatment for developing countries. Market access would be an overriding goal.
but, like trade policies in the WTO, macroeconomic policies might he actionable if they could be
shown to harm another country’s balance-of-payments position. Like tax and subsidy policies,
which are covered, for example, by GATT Article XVI, macroeconomic policies can cause
disorderly international markets or result in unfair competitive advantages, ultimately in this way
thnxtening the opcnucss of the world trading system. Thus it could bc argued thal such policies
should be subject to disciplines analogous 10 those of the WTO. If the precedent of GAlT/WTO
were to be followed, these disciplines might involve the possibility of consultation, conciliation,
invesdgation and countermeasures.

I
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